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Abstract
One of the most important gene families to play a role in adaptive immunity is the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC). MHC class II loci are considered to be the most variable loci
in the vertebrate genome, and studies have shown that this variability can be maintained through
complex co-evolutionary dynamics between host and parasite. Despite the rich body of research
into the MHC, there is comparatively little understanding of its genomic architecture in reptiles.
Similarly, loci associated with innate immunity have received little attention in reptiles compared
to other vertebrates. In the first chapter, we investigated the structure and organization of the
MHC in the Anolis carolinensis genome by sequencing and annotating five bacterial artificial
chromosomes (BAC) from the green anole genome library. We were able to identify three
mhc2a, four mhc2b, and up to 15 mhc1 loci in A. carolinensis. Furthermore, we were able to link
17 scaffolds and provide sequence data to fill two significant gaps in the genome assembly. In
the second chapter, we investigated the relative importance of drift and selection in shaping mhc2
variability in the reptile Podarcis erhardii. We sequenced the mhc2 gene from lizard populations
from 14 islands in the Aegean that have experienced bottlenecks of differing duration and
intensity. Despite signals of balancing selection, patterns of mhc2 variation were similar to
microsatellites, providing evidence that the dominant evolutionary force in this system is drift. In
the third chapter, we investigated how parasite infection rates impact innate immune variability
in A. sabanus, a lizard indigenous to Saba Island where natural fluctuations in Plasmodium
infection rates have been documented. We developed primers and sequenced part of the peptide
binding region of three Toll-like receptors (TLRs) - tlr4, tlr6, and tlr13 and several beta-defensin
(BD) loci. Although we were unable to characterize BD variability, we found three different
haplotypes in tlr4, and five in tlr6. However, nucleotide variability was low (π < 0.005) and was
not associated with infection status. We nevertheless present primers for multiple TLR genes and
two BDs that could be of use in future studies of reptile innate immunity.
Keywords – MHC, TLR, BD, BAC sequencing, bottleneck, host/parasite coevolution, Anolis,
Podarcis
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Introduction
Ecological immunology is an emerging field of study investigating how biotic and abiotic factors
affect host immunity, pathogen virulence, and disease transmission rates (Hawley and Altizer,
2011; Reisen, 2010). Seasonality in ecological variables, host immune response, and pathogen
virulence rates can help us better understand the transmission of zoonotic diseases and wildlife
conservation practices (Thompson et al., 2010). Within the context of evolutionary biology, we
can also use this information to better understand the dynamics of host/parasite coevolution and
the influence of parasite-mediated selection on immunogenetic variation in the host (e.g.
MacDougall-Shackleton et al., 2005; Hacking et al., 2018).
Studies in ecological immunology benefit from the following information: 1) A working
knowledge of the structure and organization of relevant immunity genes in the host since this
provides us with an understanding of the number of loci involved and which might constitute
targets of selection (Miller et al., 2010; Bernatchez and Landry, 2003). 2) An understanding of
the demography of the host because of this can provide insight into the relative impact of drift
versus selection on variation at key disease resistance loci (Grueber et al., 2012; Eimes et al.,
2011; Templeton et al., 2001; Agudo et al., 2011; Sagonas et al., 2019). 3) Knowledge of the
dynamics of parasite infection which can provide novel insights into the role that parasite
pressure may play in maintaining host immunogenetic variability (e.g. Osborne et al., 2017).
Structure and organization of the reptile major histocompatibility complex
Immune function is tightly linked to fitness (Haldane, 2006). At its core, immunity is the ability
of an organism to distinguish self from non-self. Vertebrate immunity has two main branches:
adaptive and innate (Murphy et al., 2012). One of the most studied sets of genes linked to
adaptive immunity in vertebrates is the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Genes in the
MHC loci are involved in mediating the adaptive immune response and are co-localized on three
regions in the vertebrate genome (Michalova et al., 2000; Kasahara, 1999). These loci fall into
three classes: class I, II and III (Janeway, 2001). Genes in the MHC class I region include the
major histocompatibility complex class 1 gene (MHC1) which is responsible for presenting
antigens on the cell surface derived from intracellular pathogens such as viruses (Gille, et al.,
1

2003; Kelly, 2005; Ohta, 2006; Kulski, 2002). The MHC2 gene in the Class II region is a
heterodimer that presents extracellularly derived antigens to helper T-Cells (Janeway, 2001). The
alpha and beta chains of this dimer molecule join to form the peptide binding region. The
MHC2B chain is widely considered the most variable loci in vertebrates and has been the subject
of many studies on the role of MHC in sexual selection and adaptive evolution (Bernatchez et al.,
2003; Milinski et al., 2006; Piertney et al., 2006). Class III genes are associated with cell
signaling and the inflammatory response (Janeway, 2001; Flajnik, 2001; Gruen & Weissman,
2001).
These three MHC regions have been remarkably conserved throughout vertebrate
evolution with orthologous genes evident in elasmobranchs (Ohta et al., 2000). A duplication
event of the MHC approximately 520 million years ago established the MHC class I and MHC
class II regions (Ohta et al., 2000). In teleosts these two regions are found on separate
chromosomes, allowing for the independent evolution of these gene clusters (Michalova et al.,
2000; Miller & Withler 1998; Sato et al., 2000; Kuroda, et al., 2002; Flajnik et al., 2001). All
other vertebrates studied so far have the MHC regions on a single chromosome, although the
arrangement varies between amphibians (Ohta, et al., 2006), birds (Balakrishnan, et al., 2010;
Shiina, et al, 2007; Kulski et al., 2002) and mammals (Kumanovics et al., 2003).
Despite their pivotal location in vertebrate evolution, our understanding of the reptilian
MHC has lagged behind other phylogenetic groups. Recent full genome assemblies of the
Burmese python (Python molurus bivittatus; Castoe, et al., 2013), and green anole (Anolis
carolinensis; Alföldi et al., 2011) have provided groundwork for more detailed analyses of
targeted gene families such as the MHC. While Miller et al. (2015) have characterized the MHC
in the ancient reptilian species the tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus), the structure of the MHC in
squamate reptiles has not yet been systematically assessed and will provide a greater contextual
framework for our understanding of MHC evolution in reptiles, and vertebrates in general.
To that end, in the first chapter, we sequenced five bacterial artificial chromosomes
(BACs) containing portions of the MHC at a greater coverage than the current genome assembly
of the green anole (Anolis carolinensis). These BAC sequences were assembled, annotated, and
mapped back onto the green anole assembly in order to identify the number of mhc1 and mhc2
loci in the A. carolinensis genome. Secondarily, we sought to identify and link MHC class II loci
together as much as the five BACs would allow.
2

MHC variation and host demographic history
Since the late 1990’s, researchers have been using the MHC region to investigate adaptive
genetic variation in non-model organisms in the wild (Bernatchez, 2003). Evolutionary theory
predicts that bottlenecked populations will have reduced genetic variability (Allendorf and
Luikart, 2009). However, multiple studies have reported high variability in the MHC due to the
effects of parasite-mediated selection which can maintain variation even after a severe bottleneck
event (Aguilar et al., 2004; Eizaguirre et al., 2012; Oliver and Piertney, 2012; Chen et al., 2015;
Hawley and Fleischer, 2012). However, few studies have been able to compare the relative
impact of different micro-evolutionary processes on the MHC in naturally replicated populations
whose demographic history is known.
Islands in the Cyclades group of the central Aegean represent an ideal study system for
examining the effects of historical bottleneck events on MHC diversity. Since the most recent
glacial maximum (GLM) 20,000 years before present (BP), global sea levels have risen 120 –
130 m across much of the Aegean Sea, fragmenting a once contiguous landmass into a series of
land bridge islands (Kapsimalis et al., 2009; Lykousis et al., 2009; Sakellariou and Galanidou,
2016). These continental shelf islands were historically connected to one another during the
GLM and have been progressively fragmented since that time by rising sea levels (Kapsimalis et
al., 2009). Bathymetric data have shown that islands can be grouped into clusters that reflect a
common fragmentation history, i.e. each fragmentation cluster contains islands that were more
recently separated from each other than islands in other fragmentation clusters (Foufopoulos &
Ives, 1999; Kapsimalis et al., 2009). Regional bathymetric data have also provided precise
estimates of island area and age (Foufopoulos & Ives 1999), allowing us to infer the
corresponding magnitude and timing of each fragmentation event.
The Aegean wall lizard Podarcis erhardii is widely distributed throughout the Aegean
islands and represents a model organism for assessing the effects of island fragmentation on
adaptive variation. With few exceptions, this species is found throughout the Cyclades and does
not readily disperse between islands (Roca et al. 2009; Hurston et al. 2009). In keeping with the
bathymetric data, hierarchical analyses of molecular variance have shown that mitochondrial
cytochrome b variation is largely structured by island fragmentation cluster (Hurston et al. 2009).
Studies of nuclear microsatellite loci have also shown that neutral variation is positively
3

associated with island area and weakly negatively associated with island age, consistent with the
cumulative effects of drift (Hurston et al. 2009). However, the effects of fragmentation history on
adaptive (MHC) genetic variation have not yet been assessed.
In chapter 2 we capitalized on this unique land bridge island system to assess how drift,
selection, migration and recombination have impacted MHC variability in P. erhardii
populations that have been subject to fragmentation events of different magnitude (island area)
and duration (island age). If balancing selection is the most important evolutionary force in this
study system, MHC variation should persist regardless of the magnitude or age of the
fragmentation event. If migration is present, MHC differentiation should be less than that of
neutral markers because the efficacy of gene flow is higher for loci under balancing selection
(see Schierup et al. 2000; Muirhead 2001; McMullan & van Oosterhout 2012). Conversely, if
migration is negligible, we expect MHC differentiation to exceed that of neutral markers
reflecting local adaptation in response to divergent selection. In contrast, if drift is the dominant
evolutionary force, we expect that MHC differentiation will reflect those observed at neutral loci.
Under this scenario, neutral and MHC variation is predicted to increase with island area and
decrease with island age. Under a model where drift predominates but migration is occurring
between islands, we expect to find a pattern of isolation by distance or little to no differentiation
between islands. Conversely, if drift is predominant but there is no evident migration, then we
would not see patterns of isolation by distance. Lastly, we examine the extent of recombination
within the MHC since this process can counteract the loss of genetic variation in severely
fragmented populations.
The effects of fluctuating parasite selection on variation in innate immunity loci
Despite the wealth of studies demonstrating that selection can maintain MHC variability, few
studies have addressed the impact of parasite mediated selection on innate immunity. Innate
immunity genes do more than provide a first line of defense since they mediate adaptive
immunity by triggering an inflammatory response which in turn recruit macrophages and
amplifies T-cell activity (Lai and Gallo; 2009; Ganz, 2003; Iwasaki and Medzhitov, 2004). As a
result, innate immunity genes have been gaining increasing attention from evolutionary
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biologists (Kawai and Akira, 2010; Mukherkee et al., 2009; Grueber et al., 2012; Kraus et al.,
2010; Schmitt et al., 2017).
Innate immunity relies on pattern recognition receptors (PRR) which detect a variety of
conserved proteins that exhibit pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) integral to the
function of the invading cells (Kawai and Akira, 2010). Several genes that take advantage of this
PRR system include defensins and the toll-like receptors (TLR). Defensins encode a diverse
array of antimicrobial peptides that represent an important component of vertebrate innate
immunity. These antimicrobial peptides provide protection against a range of pathogenic
bacteria, fungi, and protozoans and disable microbial pathogens by disrupting membrane
properties (Kagan et al., 2003). One member of the defensin family, beta defensins (BD) may
play a particularly important role in mediating disease resistance. For example, BDs have been
shown to inhibit growth of the malaria parasite (Plasmodium spp.) in infected human red blood
cells (Terkawi et al., 2017), and to play an important role in wound-healing and tail regeneration
in lizards (Dalla Valle, 2011). Furthermore, several studies have found evidence of selection on
coding regions in this gene family, suggesting that evolution at these sites could be in response to
pathogen pressure (Semple et al., 2006; Armstrong 2018; Tang et al., 2017).
Toll-like receptors are another family of innate immunity genes that respond to PAMPs.
The TLR pattern recognition receptors are characterized by regions of leucine-rich repeats
(LRR). Studies have shown specific members of the TLR gene families have been found to
respond to different pathogens, such as the activation of TLR 9 by the Plasmodium metabolite
hemozoin (Coban et al., 2005), TLR 2 by bacterial lipopolysaccharide (Kirschning et al., 1998),
and TLR 5 by flagellin (Gomez-Gomez and Boller, 2003). The LRR regions have been found to
have higher variation and therefore higher rates of evolution than other regions of the TLR gene
in a wide range of vertebrates (Mikami et al., 2012). Furthermore, investigators have found
evidence that TLR loci may exhibit variation at the population level as a result of parasitemediated selection (Wlasiuk et al., 2009; Tschirren, et al., 2011; Thomas, et al., 2012; Mukherjee
et al., 2009; Ferrer et al., 2008; Grueber et al., 2012).
The lizard Anolis sabanus is endemic to the small island of Saba (5 km2) in the Caribbean
Lesser Antilles. The island is dominated by a single mountain that reaches 857 ft at its peak. The
complex topography of this island has created a wide range of microclimates shaped by variation
in prevailing wind, sun, and rain exposure on different faces of the mountain (de Freitas et al.,
5

2016). The western side of the island is predominantly deciduous forest and tends to experience
a wetter climate, the mid-latitude southern face of the mountain is a tropical rainforest, and the
northeastern side of the island is home to herbaceous rangeland (Stoffers 1956). A. sabanus can
be found in every habitat type throughout the island. A. sabanus is host to three species of
malaria: P. axurophilum, P. floridense, and P. leucocytica (Perkins, 2000). The infection rate of
malaria in this lizard is not uniform across the island. Lizard infection rates in wetter habitats can
double and even triple those observed in cooler, drier habitats (Staats and Schall, 1996).
suggesting that different environments may impose different selection pressures (Staats and
Schall, 1996). Temporal variation in parasite prevalence has also been observed across the island.
In the 2000s, for unknown reasons, Plasmodium spp. infection was extirpated from most sites on
the island except for the mid-latitude rainforests and deciduous forests to the west where
infection dropped to an average of 10%. Then in 2009, Plasmodium infection rates in A. sabanus
returned to historic levels (Perkins, unpublished).
The specific aims of this study are as follows: (1) To mine the existing A. carolinensis
genome for candidate genes belonging to TLR and BD innate immunity gene families; (2)
Develop primers that can cross-amplify the corresponding immunity markers in A. sabanus; (3)
Examine the extent to which these markers exhibit population-level variation in response to
differences in parasite prevalence between sites and time periods.
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Chapter 1

Determining the Structure of the Anolis carolinensis Major Histocompatibility Complex through
Bacterial Artificial Chromosome Sequencing

Figure 1. Anolis carolinensis in typical habitat in southeast
United States

Santonastaso, Trenten*, Jensen-Seaman, Michael†, and Anthony, Nicola M*.
* Department of Biological Sciences, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana
70148, USA
† Department of Biological Sciences, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15282,
USA.
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Abstract
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) has been a popular set of loci for studies of
adaptive variation and disease resistance in model and non-model organisms alike. However, our
understanding of the structure and organization of the MHC in reptiles has been hampered by
limited access to these loci due to an incomplete genome assembly. The Anolis carolinensis
genome was the first to be assembled and sequenced at 7.1x coverage. Here, we probed and
sequenced five bacterial artificial chromosomes encompassing fragments of the A. carolinensis
genome, at 50x coverage to improve resolution our knowledge of the structural organization of
these loci. We sequenced a portion of the MHC class I and class II regions, and linked up to 17
scaffolds that until now, have not been mapped. We further deduce that A. carolinensis likely has
at least three mhc2a, four mhc2b, and as many as 15 mhc1 loci. More BAC sequencing or FISH
analysis will be necessary to identify where the MHC class I and II loci are found in the genome.
Keywords: - Anolis carolinensis, BAC sequencing, MHC, overgo probe, genome mapping,
contig assembly, contig annotation
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Introduction
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is one of the most gene dense regions in the
vertebrate genome (Beck, 1999) and is well established as a model system for investigating the
impact of parasite mediated selection on adaptive genetic variation in host populations (Sommer,
2005; Piertney and Oliver, 2006; Milinski et al., 2006). In addition to mediating both the innate
and adaptive immune responses and protecting the host from inter- and intra-cellular pathogens
(Kelly et al., 2005; Janeway, 2001), the MHC plays a key role in mate choice and sexual
selection (Milinski et al., 2006; Bonneaud et al., 2006).
The MHC is made up of three domains: class I, II, and III (Janeway, 2001) each
characterized by a suite of genes that are organized into discrete linkage groups. MHC class I
proteins present intracellular antigens (e.g., viral) to T-cells which then triggers the adaptive
immune response (Gille, et al., 2003; Kelly, 2005; Ohta, 2006; Kulski, 2002). Similarly, the
MHC2 protein in the class 2 region, presents antigens derived from extra-cellular pathogens. The
peptide binding region of MHC2 is a heterodimer comprised of the alpha and beta chains. The
MHC2B exon codes for the peptide binding region and has the highest polymorphism of any
vertebrate exons (Beck, 1999; Hedrick, 2002). This variation is thought to be maintained by one
or more forms of parasite-mediated balancing selection (Potts et al., 1994; Landry et al., 2001;
Reusch et al., 2001; Spurgin and Richardson, 2010). Other genes in the class II region, such as
Tapasin (TAP) and proteasomes (PSMB), code for proteins responsible for cell signaling and
loading antigens onto the MHC2 protein for T-cell recognition (Janeway, 2001). Both regions
have been characterized by multiple duplication events through vertebrate evolutionary history
(Kulski et al., 2002; Balakrishnan et al., 2010; Bollmer et al., 2010). Of the two, the class I
region is more likely to undergo duplication or gene conversion, (Takahashi et al., 2000;
Piontkivska & Nei, 2003) however, the genes which code for the MHC2 PBR exhibits greater
variability (Janeway, 2001). An important structural difference is that the MHC2 protein is
constructed as a heterodimer while MHC class I is a monomer (Janeway, 2001). The MHC class
III region is more conserved than class I or II, and contains genes associated with innate
immunity such as complement proteins, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and lymphotoxin, and is
therefore called the ‘inflammatory region’ (Janeway, 2001; Flajnik, 2001; Gruen & Weissman,
2001).
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The MHC region exhibits a higher rate of evolution compared to the rest of the genome
(Kelly, 2005; Shiina et al., 2006; Spurgin et al., 2011; but see Burri 2008), through a complex
birth/death cycle of gene evolution where a portion of the MHC may be duplicated, diversify,
and/or lose function through pseudogenization (Nei et al., 1997). During this process, the
duplicated portion of the MHC may continue to function in immune support or may be entirely
exapted for other purposes (Burri et al., 2010; Edwards et al., 2000; Hughes, 1998). This
turnover cycle contributes to the high copy number observed in nearly all taxa studied (Miller,
2015; Bollmer, 2010; Flajnik 2010; Edwards 2000). Despite the dynamic nature of the MHC,
there are some remarkably conserved features throughout amniotes (Ohta 2006; Hurt et al.,
2004). Two examples include a twelve-gene linkage group that has been syntenic since the
teleost/human evolutionary split ~400 million years ago (mya), and 43 genes orthologous to the
Western clawed frog (Xenopus tropicalus) and Human (Homo sapiens) MHC class III regions
(Michalova, 2000; Beck 1999; Ohta et al., 2006).
The three MHC regions house hundreds of genes (MHC Sequencing Consortium, 1999).
The antigen presenting gene in humans is called HLA, and in other vertebrate taxa the
homologous gene is often named ‘MHC’. Per gene naming conventions (Kusumi et al., 2011);
when referring to Anolis spp. HLA homologous genes, the italicized mhc with an alphanumeric
reference to the proper region will be used. For example: mhc2a will refer to the A. carolinensis
HLA class II alpha homolog.
While the MHC has maintained its ancestral genomic organization across vertebrates
there are structural differences between major vertebrate lineages. MHC class I and class II
regions were likely formed by a genomic duplication event in an ancestral elasmobranch ~ 520
million years ago (Ohta, 2000). Linkage clusters of genes associated with MHC regions have
been found to be syntenic in all taxa studied (Flajnik and Kasahara, 2001). The teleost MHC
class I and II regions became decoupled approximately 420 mya (Ohta et al., 2000, Kelly et al.,
2005). Unlike all other vertebrates, these two regions occupy different chromosomes in every
species of teleost fish examined thus far (Michalova et al., 2000; Miller & Withler 1998; Sato et
al., 2000; Kuroda, et al., 2002), allowing the MHC regions to evolve independently (Flajnik et
al., 2001). Xenopus tropicalis remains the most completely characterized amphibian MHC to
date, the architecture of which maintains similarities to the MHC in humans, with some notable
differences. The class I region is located between class II and III in the frog (Kelly et al., 2005;
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Ohta et al., 2006), and while many antigen processing genes are in the class I region, psmb10 has
been translocated to the class III region (Ohta et al., 2006). In contrast to the amphibian genome,
much more is known about avian MHC which to date, shows the highest known intra-class
variation. For example, the chicken (Gallus gallus) has the most reduced MHC architecture
known, with all genes co-localized in a single region of a single chromosome with TAP tightly
linked to MHC class I genes (Kaufman et al., 1999). There are only two MHC1 and MHC2 loci
(Kulski et al., 2002) and all proteasome genes in the PSMB family have been removed from the
chicken genome (Kaufmann et al, 1999). Chicken and quail (Coturnix japonica) also share the
unusual characteristic that MHC class I and class II genes are not in distinct regions but are
interspersed with one another (Kulski et al., 2002; Shiina et al., 2007). On the other hand,
perching birds in the order Passeriformes have a much larger MHC with separate class I and
class II regions. Unlike the Phasianid species examined to date, the TAP gene has migrated out of
the class I domain in the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttate; Balakrishnan et al., 2010) and both
class I genes and pseudogenes are found on at least four different chromosomes indicating
multiple duplication and translocation events (Balakrishnan et al., 2010; Edwards et al., 2000).
All mammalian MHC studied so far share a distinct architecture: the class III region is seated
between class I and class II on the chromosome, and antigen processing genes such as TAP and
PSMB have migrated from the class I region to the class II region (Kulski et al., 2002).
Notably absent from these comparisons is a detailed understanding of the structure and
organization of the squamate reptile MHC. Recent full genome assemblies of the Burmese
python (Python molurus bivittatus; Castoe, et al., 2013), and green anole (Anolis carolinensis;
Alföldi et al., 2011) have provided groundwork for more detailed analyses of targeted gene
families such as the MHC. Miller et al. (2015) characterized the structural organization of the
MHC in the tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus), a distantly related outgroup to the lizards and snakes,
identifying seven class I and eleven class II mhc loci found on multiple chromosomes indicating
multiple duplication and translocation events. Class I and class II genes are interspersed with
each other, as is the case for the chicken and quail however, the order and linkage associations of
those genes remain unknown. The structure of the MHC in squamate reptiles has not yet been
systematically assessed and will provide a greater contextual framework for our understanding of
MHC evolution in reptiles, and vertebrates in general.
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The green anole A. carolinensis (Figure 1 – title page) has long been considered a model
species for ecological and evolutionary studies (Gavrilets et al., 2009; Jenssen et al., 1984; Leal
and Fleishman, 2002; Thorpe and Stenson, 2003; Poe et al, 2007; Abrams 1987) and was the first
non-avian reptile to have its full genome sequenced (Alföldi et al., 2011). Exploratory BLAT and
BLAST searches of the green anole genome revealed 36 mhc2 and as many as 157 mhc1
predicted loci (RefSeq: NCBI Reference Sequence Database,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/). However, the genome assembly has many gaps
making it impossible to anchor these regions to specific chromosomes or even to one another.
We chose a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) sequencing approach to map MHC class I and
class II genes in the green anole genome and compare the organization of this region with the
MHC of other vertebrate taxa.
Materials and Methods
Selection of MHC loci -We used the genetic information from two individual green anoles (A.
carolinensis): 1) Genome assembly AnoCar2.0 (Alföldi et al., 2011) is from a female from
Ellenton Bay, Savannah River Site, Aiken County, South Carolina, USA, and 2) A genomic BAC
library (CHORI-318, BACPAC Genomics), derived from a male from nearby Dry Bay, Savannah
River Site, Aiken County, South Carolina, USA (Alföldi et al., 2011). In order to design overgo
probes from A. carolinensis genetic sequences, we conducted a thorough search of the A.
carolinensis genome assembly using the following steps: 1) We identified key MHC genes by
examining the MHC maps of human (Beck et al., 1999), chicken (Shiina et al., 2007), and frog
(Ohta et al., 2006). 2) We used 24 MHC-related gene symbols from these reports as key word
searches of GenBank (National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI); Geer et al., 2010;
assembly – AnoCar2.0, annotation release 101; GenBank accession – GCA_000090745.2;
Supplementary Table 1). 3) DNA sequences from all respondent taxa were used to query
GenBank with the basic local alignment search tool (BLAST; Altschul et al., 1990) set for the
most dissimilar (blastn) algorithm in order to retrieve the greatest number of potential homologs.
4) All green anole sequences were then aligned using the BLAST-like alignment tool (BLAT;
Kent, 2002) to the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) A. carolinensis Genome Browser
(Kent et al., 2002; May 2010 Broad AnoCar2.0) to identify genomic locations and identities of
each potential A. carolinensis MHC-related gene using the ENSEMBL (Yates et al., 2016),
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AUGUSTUS (Stanke et al., 2004), and GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin, 1997) data tracks.
Positive hits were identified as having an e-value ≤ 10-15. From these initial surveys of the
genome, we selected the following MHC immunity genes against which to design our overgo
probes: MHC class I and class II (mhc1, mhc2); Tapasin (tap2) – antigen processing genes for
mhc2 presentation (Janeway, 2001); tenascin XB (tnxb) – mediates communication between the
cell and the intracellular matrix and is located in the MHC class III region (Bristow et al., 1993);
latent membrane protein (lmp2, lmp7) – MHC related genes which modify proteins for antigen
presentation (Gacyznska et al., 1994); butyrophilin (btn3) – codes for a membrane protein with
an extracellular immunoglobulin domain located in the extended MHC region (Rhodes et al.,
2001); retinoid X receptor beta (rxrb) – mediates the effects of retinoic acid and is found in the
MHC class II region (Fitzgibbon et al., 1993); benign lymphoepithelial cysts (blec1) – plays a
part in immune function during HIV infection (Mourad et al., 1997); ubiquitin-protein ligase
(ring1) – MHC class II related gene involved in blocking transcription of other genes (Bardos et
al., 2000); flotillin-1 (flot1) – associated with the reduction in tumors (Bickel et al., 1997; Zhang
et al., 2013).
BAC library screening – We screened the A. carolinensis BAC genome library (CHORI-318;
BACPAC Resources, bacpacresources.org) with overlapping oligo (“overgo”) probes designed to
map to exons within candidate MHC loci identified during the genome scan. Overgo probes were
designed using the following criteria: an eight base-pair (bp) overlap between forward and
reverse oligos (Integrated DNA Technologies), ~50% GC content, a total of 40 bp overgo length,
and a melting temperature of 68°C with no palindromic regions. Each probe sequence was
verified through a megaBLAST search of highly similar sequences in GenBank. Prior to
screening, the oligos were diluted to a concentration of 20 µM. Five µL of each forward and
reverse oligo were combined in a PCR tube and annealed in a thermocycler under the following
conditions: 80°C for 10 min., 37°C for 10 min., and 4°C forever. Following this step, 2.0 µL of
each annealed oligo probe pair was mixed with 1.0 µL BSA (1 mg/mL), 2.0 µL Oligo Labeling
Buffer (OLB), 0.5 µL [α-32P]dATP, 0.5 µL [α-32P]dCTP, 0.5 µL Klenow fragment, and 4.5 µL
water in a total reaction volume of 11 µL which was incubated at room temperature for one hour.
The reaction was stopped with the addition of 30 µL of Tris Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(TE) buffer. Samples were run through Sephadex G-50 packed Nick Columns (GE Healthcare) to
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remove unincorporated nucleotides. A Caenorhabditis elegans overgo probe was used as a
positive control and to orient the autoradiograph after development.
Hybridization of overgo probes to A. carolinensis BAC library membranes – We screened nine
high density membranes from the A. carolinensis genome BAC library. Adhered to each
membrane are 36,864 colonies representing 18,432 unique BAC clones, each spotted in
duplicate. Inserts from this library are, on average, 140kb in length. A single membrane
represents approximately 1x coverage of the A. carolinensis genome and so, the nine-membrane
library represents 9x coverage. To increase laboratory efficiency, we screened each probe against
half of the library. This resulted in the probes querying a library of only 4-5x coverage; however,
the efficiency of hybridization experiments was doubled. Each set of membranes was screened
with up to two probes to further maximize resources, (Supplementary Table 2) and later
disambiguated in silica. Library membranes were first primed in 1x SSC at RT for 15 min. They
were then placed in 200 mL hybridization (Hyb) bottles with 35 mL of Church’s Hyb solution
(1% BSA, 1.0 mM EDTA, 0.4 M NaPO4 pH 7.2, 7% SDS) and incubated at 60.7°C for 30 min.
Plastic mesh (“Flow Mesh”, Diversified Biotech) was interlaced between membranes to allow
the hybridization solution to contact all surfaces of the membranes. Probes were denatured at
90°C for five minutes and diluted in five mL of Hyb solution before being added to the Hyb
bottles containing library membranes. Membranes were incubated overnight at 60.7°C while
rotating at 15 revolutions per minute in a hybridization oven. After incubation, membranes were
washed three times in RT 1x SSC and incubated for 30 mins at 60.7°C in a final 1x SSC wash.
This rinse procedure was repeated until radiation levels reached 0.03 milliroentgens per hour
(mR/hr) which provides a radiation strength adequate to expose but weak enough to not
overexpose the autoradiograph film. The hybridized membranes were sealed in plastic wrap and
exposed to autoradiographic film in an X-ray cassette for 24 – 72 hours at -80°C. Autoradiograph
film was developed according to standard darkroom technique using Kodak™ fixer and
developer (Rochester, NY).
BAC mapping, selection and sequencing – We retrieved all publicly available BAC end
sequences (BES) from the Broad Institute corresponding to BACs that successfully hybridized
with our overgo probes. We then BLAT searched the location of the BES in the UCSC genome
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browser to verify that they flanked the overgo probe. We prioritized selecting those BACs for
sequencing where the BES clearly flanked the probe. UCSC custom tracks
(https://raw.githubusercontent.com/seamanlab/Anolis/master/BES_BES_pairs.bed,
Supplementary file UCSCCustomTracks.xls) were created to visualize probes and BESs within
the annotated genome. We chose five BACs for sequencing, prioritizing those that flanked the
target probe and flanked putative gaps in the AnoCar2.0 assembly.
Additionally, we retrieved all publicly available BAC end sequences (BES) produced as part of
the A. carolensis genome sequencing project from the NCBI Trace Archive
(trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/), along with the assembly data of these sequences from the
Broad Institute’s ftp site (ftp.broadinstitute.org/pub/assemblies/reptiles/lizard/AnoCar2.0/). Of
the 385,917 BESs available, 152,686 were mapped to a unique location in the AnoCar2.0
assembly (Alföldi et al., 2010). We mapped an additional 76,988 BESs to the assembly with
local BLAST by taking the single best hit with an e-value less than 10-20 using the
windowmasker option. These map locations were combined into a track file for visualization on
the UCSC Genome Browser, along with a track displaying 81,646 BES pairs where BESs were
linked if the forward and reverse sequences from a BAC mapped to the same chromosome or
contig within 250 kb of each other, and were facing each other in the correct orientation.
BAC clones chosen for sequencing were obtained from BACPAC Resources as E. coli
agar stabs. Cells were first grown in 2 mL of LB broth with 12.5 µg/µL chloramphenicol in a 10
mL culture tube shaking at 220 rpm at 37°C overnight. The next day, 150 µL was used to
inoculate a 500 mL culture, again in LB with 12.5 µg/µL chloramphenicol, and incubated
overnight at 220 rpm and 37°C. The cells were harvested by first pelleting the cultures in 500 mL
Nalgene centrifuge bottles spun at 6000 g for 15 minutes at 4°C. BAC DNA was purified using
the NucleoBond Xtra BAC kit (Clontech, CA), following manufacterer’s instructions. To
confirm the identity of each BAC DNA, we used PCR to amplify a ~400bp region using primers
designed from the BES under the following conditions: 2 µL 10x buffer, 0.5 µM of each dNTP,
2.5 µM MgCl, 0.5 µM each primer, 0.5 U Taq and ~ 5 ng DNA in a 20 µL reaction, and under
the following thermocycler regime: initial denaturation for 96°C for 2 minutes, then 35 cycles of:
94°C for 10 seconds, 56°C for 15 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds, with a final extension cycle
of 72°C for 10 minutes. The PCR amplicons were Sanger sequenced with BigDye 3.1
(ThermoFisher Scientific, NY, USA), and run on an Applied Biosystems 3100 genetic analyzer.
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BACs were sequenced at the Genomics and Proteomics Core Laboratories (GPCL) at the
University of Pittsburgh at 50x coverage using a 454 FLX sequencer (Roche Diagnostics, IN).
Bacterial Artificial Chromosome assembly – Sequences were demultiplexed using
FASTX_BARCODE_SPLITTER v.0.0.13.2 (Hannon Lab, 2013). Barcodes were removed using
FASTX_TRIMMER (FASTX Toolkit http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/index.html by
Hannon Lab). E. coli contamination was removed from the reads using SEQCLEAN
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/seqclean/files/). Reads were assembled into contigs with
RUNASSEMBLY (http://454.com/products/analysis-software/index.asp).
Assembled contigs were

a.

aligned to the A. carolinensis
genome to ascertain locations of
each BAC sequence. To avoid
spurious alignments, repetitive
elements in the contigs were
masked with REPEATMASKER
(Smit et al., 1996). Results from
the BLAT alignment were ranked

b.

from highest to lowest alignment
score and plotted according to
rank. Alignments that had the
highest alignment scores before the
point of inflection were accepted as
unique, or paralogous regions in
the genome. Example graphs for an
accepted and a rejected scaffold are
provided for illustration (Figure 2).
Contigs that did not have a point of
inflection in the ranked score plots

Figure 2 – Example graphs of BAC contig BLATaligned to the Anolis carolinensis genome rank ordered
by alignment score. a) an example of a clear best contig
alignment. This contig was retained for annotation and
genome construction with two alignments to be manually
curated. b) an example of a contig with ambiguous
alignments. This contig was discarded from further
analyses.

failed to have unambiguous
alignments in the A. carolinensis genome assembly and were removed from further analysis. Of
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those alignments that had a robust score before the point of inflection, we used the alignments
with the highest BLAT alignment score for evaluating the location of the contig in the genomic
assembly.
Annotation – Gene naming conventions as outlined in Kusumi et al., (2011) were followed.
Genes were predicted ab initio via MAKER (Campbell et al., 2014) trained with mRNA and
protein databases (NCBI, collected Jan 25, 2017) of teleosts, X. tropicalis, A. carolinensis, T.
guttate, and G. gallus. We confirmed our predictions by aligning our contigs to the A.
carolinensis assembly in the Genome Browser (UCSC) and NCBI, and noting published
annotations (AUGUSTUS, ENSEMBL, GENESCAN) of those regions. We accepted an
annotation if it was detected in A. carolinensis by at least two methods, or if it was detected in A.
carolinensis and at least one other taxon. BLAST-aligned exons of annotated regions were
manually curated into presumptive mRNA sequences and their amino acid translations.
We attempted to locate the total number of mhc1, mhc2, and tap genes identified and
published in the A. carolinensis assembly. We conducted key word searches
(‘histocompatibility’, ‘hla’, ‘mhc’, ‘major histocompatibility’, ‘tap’, ‘atp’, ‘antigen transporter’)
intentionally left broad to maximize retrieval. We also conducted BLAST searches using
sequences we generated from the BAC sequencing, predicted A. carolinensis genes, and
sequences form lizard, chicken, and human homologs. For each A. carolinensis query sequence,
we aligned its top A. carolinensis match and calculated the number of different amino acids. If
the similarity was greater than 99%, we assumed it to be the same locus, if the similarity was
95% – 99%, we assumed allelic variation at the same locus, and if the match was less than 95%,
we assumed the genes were paralogous.
Results
Isolation of BAC clones - We searched GenBank for 24 MHC related genes retrieving a total of
334 loci from 67 vertebrate species (Supplementary Table 1). Comparing each of these 334
sequences to the AnoCar2.0 assembly via BLAT identified 87 unique loci, derived from 15 of the
initial 24 MHC related genes (vertebrate homologs from nine genes failed to find a significant
match in AnoCar2.0). From these 87 loci, we designed 27 overgo probes and conducted a total of
12 hybridizations, resulting in 237 hits to Anolis BAC library CHORI-318 (Supplementary Table
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2). The number of positive hybridizations, in parentheses, per gene were as follows: mhc2 (36),
mhc1 (157), tap2 (15); tnxb (6); lmp2 (4); lmp7 (4); rxrb (7); blec1 (5); ring1 (3). Since each
hybridization was against 4-5X fold coverage of the genome, the last six genes in this list likely
exist as single-copy genes; mhc2, mhc1, and tap2 appear to be found as multicopy genes and/or
pseudogenes.
Characterization of MHC related genes in the A. carolinensis genome –
In silico mapping placed 229,504 BESs and 81,646 BES pairs to the AnoCar2.0 genome
assembly, and can be visualized by adding the URL
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/seamanlab/Anolis/master/BES_BES_pairs.bed as a custom
track in the UCSC Genome Browser. The 237 BACs identified in the hybridizations cluster to
several discrete locations in the genome, including mhc1-containing BACs on chromosomes 1
and 2, along with several unplaced scaffolds (Figure 3). BACs that hybridized to mhc2 probes

Figure 3. Mapping of BAC end sequences (BESs) from BACs detected in hybridizations. Tall lines indicate
the location of mapped BACs (both BAC end sequences). Short lines indicate one BAC end sequence mapped.
A. BESs mapped to the six chromosomes of AnoCar2.0. B. BESs mapped to scaffolds not assembled to a
chromosome; only scaffolds with five or more BESs to them are shown. See Supplementary Table 4 for the
location of all BESs of BACs detected in the hybridizations. Note difference in scale between panels A and B.
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map to chromosome 4 and two unplaced scaffolds. There appears to be very little overlap in
genomic location of mhc1- and mhc2-containing BACs, indicating that these two gene clusters
are not syntenic as they are in mammals.
Five BACs were selected for 454 sequencing using the following criteria: Clone 73F21
hybridized with mhc2 loci, and the BES bridged a known and unknown scaffold
(Un_AAWZ02036018/???). Clone 107B15 contained mhc2 loci and the BESs either flanked a
significant gap in a single scaffold Un_GL343809, or flanked two scaffolds. Clone 118D8 had
positive hybridizations with mhc1, lmp7, and tap2 genes, there were noted gaps in the public
assembly of this genomic region, and the 118D8 BESs aligned to two different unmapped
scaffolds (Un_344036/UN_344838). Clone 134P17 hybridized with mhc2 probes multiple times,
and its BESs aligned to regions flanking a gap on scaffold Un_GL343520. Clones 415L2
hybridized with mhc2 loci and bridged a known and unknown scaffold (Un_GL343775/???).
Characterization of A. carolinensis BAC sequences - Alignment and assembly of individual
BAC sequence reads resulted in multiple contigs (n = 2-25) within each BAC (Table 1). Up to
30% of the anole genome is made of mobile elements, which has hindered the full assembly
(Alfoldi et al., 2011; Tollis and Biossiont, 2011). BLAT searches of each, BAC-derived, repeatmasked contig to the publicly available genome assembly (AnoCar2.0) resulted in multiple hits
for each query. We were unable to unambiguously align 32 (39.5%) of our contigs to the A.
carolinensis genome. Two contigs (73F21_00014, 73F21_00015) were duplicates of each other.
For all further processing, we collapsed their identities into a single contig (73F21_00014/15)
The remaining 48 contigs (59.2%) aligned well to a conservative estimate of 15 genomic
scaffolds, and two chromosomes (Table 2; Figure 4).
BAC 73F21 - BAC 73F21 assembled to 22 contigs 14 of which were retained (Table 1). Six
contigs aligned to scaffold Un_GL344142. The remaining eight each aligned with a different
scaffold (Figure 4). Notably, contig 73F21_2 aligned to scaffold Un_AAWZ02036018
overlapping with contig 107B15_1.
BAC 107B15 - BAC 107B15 was assembled into two contigs. However, contig 107B15_1
(13,726 bp), was removed due to repetitive elements and failing to preferentially align to any one
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scaffold. Three portions of the remaining, contig 107B15_00001 each had acceptable alignments
to different scaffolds: Un_AAWZ02036018, Un_GL343809, and Un_GL344142.
Table 1. Results of BAC assembly. Sample = BAC ID, No. Contigs = final number of contigs in the BAC assembly;
min = number of base pairs in shortest contig; median = median average number of base pairs in all contigs of that BAC;
mean = mean average number of base pairs in all contigs of that BAC; N50 = 1/2 the mass of distribution of the contig
assembled bass pairs; max = number of base pairs in longest contig of that BAC; sum = sum total of assembled base
pairs in all contigs of that BAC (should be approximate BAC length). Number of contigs removed and retained due to
non-specific BLAT alignments.
Sample
73F21

No.
Contigs
21

Min
149

Median

Mean

N50

4,390

5,928

9,878

Max

Sum

Removed Retained

22,810 130,417

New

New

N50

Sum

7

14

22,813 82,322

107B15 2

13,720 43,415

28,067 42,415 42,415 56,135

1

1

42,415 42,415

118D8

10

1,839

9,684

13,438 32,429 35,970 134,384

5

5

32,429 119,917

134P17

22

130

2,059

6,187

16,346 29,107 136,130

9

13

16,807 134,788

415L2

25

118

891

4,374

13,596 22,930 109,366

10

15

13,693 99,535

Total

80

566,432

32

48

478,977

BAC 118D8 - BAC 118D8 assembled to ten contigs of which we retained five. We were unable
to align any portion of this BAC with any of the other BACs sequenced in this study. However,

contigs 118D8_00002 and 118D8_00003 aligned to both Un_GL344036 and Un_GL344134,
and contig 118D8_00005 aligned uniquely to Un_AAWZ02038253.
BAC 134P17 - BAC 134P17 assembled to 22 contigs of which 13 were retained. Eleven of these
contigs aligned to scaffold Un_GL343520. The remaining two, 134P17_00005, and
134P17_00018 each aligned best to a single scaffold, AAWZ02035787, and Un_GL343319
respectively.
BAC 415L2 - BAC 415L2 assembled to 25 contigs of which we retained 15. Of these 15 contigs,
three aligned with Un_GL343676 and the remaining 12 with Un_GL343775. (See
Supplementary Table 3 for all BLAT alignment information).
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We resolved two gaps in the overall A. carolinensis genome assembly. The first was uncovered in
the alignment of contig 107B15_00001 with genomic scaffold Un_AAWZ02036018 that
encompassed a 4,289 bp segment positioned between two alignment blocks, potentially
representing an omission between positions 20,281 and 20,282 in the Un_AAWZ02036018
scaffold. The second gap was uncovered in the alignment of contig 134P17_00001 with scaffold
Un_GL343520. This contig has a 9,812 bp sequence at contig positions 10,764 – 20,102 that
sequence through a gap in the scaffold that currently has a 10,090 bp place holder between
scaffold positions 332,815 and 322,724.
Bacterial artificial chromosome annotations - We identified a total of five mhc2, one mhc1, two
tap2, and one tap1, and ten non-MHC related genes across all five BACs sequenced in this study
(Table 2). Upon manual inspection the following loci discussed do not contain stop codons or
frame shifts, and we therefore interpret them as real, coding genes. We sequenced two different
mhc2a loci; one locus on 415L2_00003, and another single locus on the overlapping region of
73F21_2, and 107B15_00001. There is a single amino acid difference (0.4%) between
73F21_2/107B15_00001 and the best alignment match with predicted gene XP_016854554.1
which is likely due to allelic variation. The mhc2a gene on 415L2_00003 is 18.8% different
between its best alignment match XP_003229154.3. Since our BAC and XP_003229154.3 BLAT
align to different scaffolds we are comfortable in claiming that we have uncovered a previously
unidentified mhc2a locus. We also identified an 84 nucleotide (28 amino acid) sequence inserted
into XP_003229154.3 which neither appears in either of our two BACs, nor in the Ensembl gene
predicted for that region (ENSACAT00000011974.2). We conclude that there are a total of two
mhc2a loci in the current A. carolinensis assembly plus a third (73F21_2) added from this
research (Table 3).
We sequenced through mhc2b-1 and b-2 exons on BAC 134P17_00001. The amino acid
sequence on the BAC is 11% different from the amino acid sequence in the best aligned
predicted gene XP_008119271.1. The exon for the mhc2b-1 domain is located in a large gap in
the AnoCar2.0 assembly, part of which aligns with chromosome 3. We believe we have
sequenced the full mhc2b gene on BAC 134P17_00001. Extensive in silica searching found two
other predicted mhc2 loci in the A. carolinensis genome, however neither of them align to our
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Figure 4. Assembly and annotation of Anolis carolinensis BAC contigs. BAC elements are rectangular, central large rectangle
represents the BAC and smaller rectangles within are relative locations of the contigs, genomic scaffolds are ovals, and
chromosomes are ovals with heavy lines. Annotated genes are noted by gene symbol, red indicates MHC class I region, blue
indicates MHC class II region. Note that BAC 107B15 assembled to a single contig (00001). Also note some contigs span
multiple scaffolds. This representation is intentional as the two ends of these contigs aligned to different scaffolds. Genes with
a degree symbol (°) indicate different exons of the same gene. When possible, contigs are arranged in numeric order. This is
simply for aesthetic purposes and should not be interpreted as an argument for the linear order of the BAC sequence.

Figure 4A.
73F21
107B15
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Figure 4B.
415L2
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Figure 4C.
118D8

29

Figure 4D.
134P17
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Table 2. BAC annotation results. Total number of genes identified,
number of zinc finger (ZnF) loci, portion of identified genes that are MHC
related, portion of identified genes that are not MHC related (other). 50%
of the loci we annotated were MHC related.
BAC ID

No. Genes

No. ZnF

No. MHC

No. Other

73F21

3

7

1

2

107B15

1

1

1

0

134P17

6

0

2

4

415L2

3

7

1

2

118D8

7

1

5

2

Total

20

16

10

10

Beta-chain paralog, or other lizard orthologs. We conclude there are three mhc2b loci in the
current A. carolinensis assembly (Table 3) plus a fourth (from 134P17_00001) added from this
research.
We sequenced through all twelve exons of the MHC class I related tap2 gene. Exons 1 –
7 were found on contig 118D8_00001, and exons 8 – 12 were found on 118D8_00003. There is
less than 1% difference between our sequence and the predicted gene in the green anole
assembly (XP_008122042.1) strongly suggesting it is the same gene. This is the only locus of a
tap2 gene we were able to identify in our search of the A. carolinensis assembly. We also
sequenced part of a tap1 gene, which is also part of the MHC class I domain. This gene, located
on BAC 118D8_00004, has a 2.3% amino acid difference between the most aligned predicted
gene (XM_016998771.1) suggesting allelic variation. We were able to discern only one tap1
locus on the current A. carolinensis genome assembly.
Finally, we sequenced an mhc1 gene on BAC 118D8_03. The amino acid sequence is
4.9% different from its best aligned predicted gene (XP_008122234.2) suggesting allelic
variation at this locus (chrUn_GL344134). In addition to this locus, our key word and sequence
searches found 20 putative loci for mhc1 genes (Table 3). After aligning the amino acid
sequences, we found four with identical amino acid sequences, another three shared different
identical sequences, and two others shared a third identical sequence. We conclude that there are
14 mhc1 loci in the current A. carolinensis genome assembly (Table 3).
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Discussion
Our analysis of five BACs from the A. carolinensis genomic library adds detail to the ongoing
understanding of the structure and evolution of the reptile MHC. We identified two mhc2a and
two mhc2b genes, on four of the BACs sequenced in this study. On the fifth BAC, we found one
mhc1 sequence and MHC related tap1 and tap2 genes.
We were able to cluster 17 scaffolds that were previously free-floating in genomic space.
We identified three scaffold clusters with the MHC class II loci sequenced here: we detected
were on three clusters of scaffolds: BAC 134P17 united three scaffolds, 415L2 united two, and
73F21 anchored another seven scaffolds as well as chromosomes one and two. There is no
difference between the mhc2a sequence from BAC 107B15 and 73F21. We believe these two
BACs overlap the same genomic region as scaffold AAWZ02036018. There are 22.3% amino
acid differences between the two mhc2a genes we sequenced which we interpret as evidence for
two mhc2a loci. We sequenced two regions of mhc2b on BAC 134P17. The exon from this gene
that lies on contig 134P17_00003 is located on the 3’ end after a stop codon. This sequence is
non-coding or intronic sequence associated with the mhc2b gene. We also sequenced exons
mhc2b-1 and mhc2b-2 on 134P17_00001, which code for the heterodimeric protein binding
region. This gene has played a critical role in studies characterizing evolutionary processes on
the MHC and population survival based on genetic variation (Bernatchez and Landry, 2003 for a
review).
MHC class II duplications are common across the vertebrate phylogeny. Recent work on
the evolutionarily divergent tuatara detected a functional mhc2b, a nonfunctional mhc2b, and
several other loci (Miller et al., 2015). A total of six mhc2b loci were found in the crocodile
(Crocodylus porosus; Jaratlerdsin et al., 2014), which is an outgroup to the archosaur lineage,
with two of them identified as pseudogenes. Several bird species have similarly complex MHC
regions. Shiina et al., (2004) reported seven MHC2B the quail and Balakrishnan et al., (2010)
reported ten in the zebra finch. This is in stark contrast to the chicken, which has just two
MHC2B genes, and is so far, a uniquely derived arrangement of the MHC (Kaufman et al.,
1999). Of the few MHC characterizations in reptiles, Glaberman et al., (2009) reported five
mhc2b loci in tuatara, and Jaeger et al., (2014) found at least four mhc2b in the Eastern
Massasauga (Sistrurus catenatus). To this, we add at least three mhc2b loci in the green anole.
We also identified a beta-1,3-galactosyltransferase-4 (b3galt4) gene on the same BAC as mhc2a
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and mhc2b. The b3galt4 gene is part of a transmembrane gene family that functions in building
gangliosides which, in turn, function as membrane-bound receptor molecules (Aschoff et al.,
1994; Amado et al., 1998). It has been similarly identified in the class II region in humans but is
found in the class I region of zebrafish.
We captured three genes in addition to mhc1 on BAC 118D8 including tap1, tap2, and
proteasome (psmb). Proteasomes function, in part, by preparing proteins for presentation on the
cell surface by the mhc (Gille, et al., 2003). In mammals, both TAP genes, and proteasomes are
found in the MHC class II region (Ohta et al., 2006) but in non-mammals they are linked with
MHC class I. In the anole, these four genes appear to be syntenic with the MHC class I region
which is consistent with other non-mammal vertebrates studied to date. The MHC class I region
is more likely to undergo gene duplication events and given the high number of hybridizations of
our class I probes to other BACs (n = 157), it appears the green anole is no exception.
The A. carolinensis assembled genome has a large number of gaps, has the lowest
coverage, and is amongst the lowest scaffold N50 of non-mammalian taxa with assembled
genomes (Table 4). Our work has sequenced through two significant gaps. The first is a 4,289 bp
fragment from clone 107B15 that inserts into scaffold Un_AAWZ02036018. This BAC insert
aligns with a MHC class I pseudogene from C. porosus suggesting it is reptile DNA as opposed
to E. coli contamination. Furthermore, it is identical to location: 173,096,691 – 173,100,976 of
chromosome 1 in the A. carolinensis genome. The second is a ~10 kb gap on scaffold
Un_GL343520 from positions 322,725 to 332,817, which was bridged with a 9,812 bp section of
contig 134P17_00001 which holds the mhc2b-1 exon. This is a significant finding since the
b1/b2 exons code for the heterodimeric peptide binding region. We have identified the BAC and
consolidated the assembly around this important gene. Access to the sequence, and the greater
context of nearby noncoding sequence should open up avenues of ecological and evolutionary
research for this model organism.
Some portions of our BACs, and specific exons that we have identified have
unequivocally aligned with parts of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, and 4. We find it unlikely that the
small percentage of the anole genome represented by these five BACs would somehow span four
chromosomes. Instead, we view this as evidence that this assembly needs refinement. Further
tests, such as fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) or additional BAC sequencing, could help
clarify these issues.
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Table 3. Major histocompatibility complex related genes identified in the Anolis carolinensis assembly. Each row under the Gene heading represents an
identified locus as defined by differences in amino acids greater than 5% from the BAC gene. The left side of the table (marked by 'Predicted gene')
describes the locations of genes relative to the BACs sequenced in this study, the right side of the table describes the locations of the predicted genes
that have the closest match to the BAC sequences.
No.
Gene

loci

mhc2a

3

mhc2b

mhc1

4

14

Contig

Predicted

Per cent

Start

Stop

Scaffold

gene ID

difference

Scaffold

73F21_2

17,327

17,735

Un_AAWZ02036018

XP_016854554.1

0.42

Un_AAWZ02036018

107B15_00001

21,050

21,456

415L2_00003

805

1,587

Un_GL343775

XP_003229154.3

18.8

134P17_00001

23,853

24,353

Un_GL343520

XP_008119271.1

11

XP_008107441.1

na

Chr4

XP_008122576.1

na

Un_GL344367

118D8_00002

18,725

19,008

118D8_00003

19,759

20,085

Start

Stop

Ensembl ID

17,178

26,274

Un_GL343809

2,408

3,969

ENSACAT00000011974.2

Un_GL343520

320,269

320,901

ENSACAT00000006396.2

93,358,586

93,368,775

ENSACAT00000003966.2

5,340

10,509

ENSACAT00000008939.2

Un_GL344134

79,741

81,479

ENSACAT00000013954.2

Un_AAWZ02038573

7,566

9,585

ENSACAT00000025313.2

Un_GL344125

1,477

12,379

ENSACAT00000025313.2

5.69
Un_GL344134

XP_008122234.2

4.88

*Difference between 118D8_00002 and 118D8_00003 = 8.3%
10.5
XP_016854804.1

11.3

XP_016854348.1

14.4

XP_016854349.1

6.31

XP_003229696.2

na

Un_GL344036

82,623

89,332

ENSACAT00000006692.2

XP_008123142.1

na

Un_AAWZ02037434

8,741

12,062

ENSACAT00000003086.2

na

Chr2

199,505,885

199,605,492

ENSACAT00000017289.3

XP_016847223.1
XP_016847222.1
XP_16847220.1
XP_016847221.1
XP_008123050.1

na

Un_GL344798

10,726

18

ENSACAT00000023281.1

XP_016854875.1

na

Un_AAWZ02040156

2,401

5,895

ENSACAT00000022785.1

XP_016854838.1

na

Un_AAWZ02039289

843

2,862

ENSACAT00000026079.2

34

XP_016854177.1
XP_016854178.1

na

Un_GL343965

32,461

87,974

ENSACAT00000026277.2

XP_016854176.1

tap1

3

118D8_00004

tap21’
tap22’

118D8_00001
1

118D8_00003

2,231

20,287
5,764

3,013

Un_GL344036

XP_003230337.2

na

Un_GL344714

3,495

21,803

ENSACAT00000007871.2

XP_008122221.1

na

Un_GL344125

39,227

48,178

ENSACAT00000006508.3

XP_008122280.1

na

Un_GL344164

23,495

36,981

ENSACAT00000022425.1

XP_008122670.1

na

Un_GL344462

419

13,663

ENSACAT00000000563.3

XM_016998771.1

2.33

Un_GL344036

2,768

8,117

ENSACAT00000006400.3

XP_008123357.1

na

Un_GL344125

77,367

82,280

ENSACAT00000005022.3

na

Un_GL344452

862

11,901

ENSACAT00000000497.3

Un_GL344036

46,055

63,439

ENSACAT00000006656.3

0.71

47,942

69,754

ENSACAT00000006656.3

20,790
6,201

Un_GL344036

XP_008122042.1
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Table 4. Alignment statistics of comparison taxa used in this study. Cov = coverage, Gap(s) = No. gaps
between scaffolds, S = No. scaffolds, N50(S) = Scaffold N50 (in millions), L50(S) = Scaffold L50, C =
No. Contigs (in thousands), N50(C) = Contig N50 (in millions), L50(C) = Contig L50, Size = Total size
(in 100 millions), TUL = Total ungapped length (in 100 millions).
Taxon

Cov

Homo sapiens
Crocodylus
porosus
Sphenodon
punctatus
Python molurus
bivittatus
Taeniopygia
guttata
Coturnix
japonica
Anolis
carolinensis
Gallus gallus
Xenopus
tropicalis

Gap(s)

S

N50(S)

L50(S)

C

N50(C)

L50(C)

Size

TUL

349

472

67.79

16

1.00

57.88

18

3.10

2.95

74x

0

70

84.44

7

97.11

0.034

17,096

2.05

1.94

127x

0

16,536

3.05

370

272.69

0.027

40,905

4.27

3.85

20x

0

39,113

0.21

1,939

274.24

0.010

38,694

1.44

1.38

82.5x

0

205

70.88

6

1.05

4.38

63

1.07

1.05

73x

519

2,531

2.98

86

9.64

0.51

515

0.93

0.92

7.1x

189

6,646

4.03

119

41.99

0.080

6,217

1.80

1.70

82x

68

525

20.79

12

1.40

17.66

19

1.07

1.06

111.5x

0

167

153.96

5

.85

14.63
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1.45

1.45

Conclusions - We have sequenced five BACs and recovered a portion of both the MHC class I
and class II regions of the anole genome. We have found evidence of duplications in the anole
MHC suggesting that, like many other taxa, the anole MHC follows the birth/death model of
gene development with multiple duplications occurring. We also identified trends in linked genes
that share synteny with both mammals (mhc2/b3galt4) and non-mammals (mhc1/psmb). This is
one of the first concerted efforts at characterizing the structural organization of the reptile MHC.
The complexity of the anole MHC is similar to many other lizards as well as Passeriformes and
will require far more effort to complete the picture.
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Supplementary Table 1 - Target Gene = the original BLAST query; Response taxa = what taxa were identified as having the query gene; No. hits = number of
sequences of that taxon that were returned in the BLAST result; Returned BLAST sequences were used as BLAT queries - BLAT no. hits is the sum total number
of locations on the A. carolinensis genome that were recovered from all of the BLAST queries; BLAT no. accepted = number of locations that were used to
develop overgo probes. Response taxa is an extraction of unique taxa recovered in all of the BLAST responses. It is not part of this table but may be useful in
discussion and results.

BLAST
Target Gene (query)

Response taxa

MHC class II

Amblyrhynchus

Major

cristatus

BLAT

BLAST

Number

Number

Number

Target Gene

of hits

of hits

accepted

(query)

7

9

4

DAXX

Response taxa

BLAT
Number

Number

Number

of hits

of hits

accepted

Mus musculus

2

0

Death Domain

Histocompatibility

Associated Protein

Complex (HLA2)
Sphenodon punctatus

2

Rattus norvegicus

1

Podarcis erhardii

1

Canis lupus

1

Alligator sinensis

1

Bos taurus

1

Gallus gallus

10

Xenopus laevis

1

Homo sapiens

16

Acyrthosiphon pisum

1

MHC class I

Amblyrhynchus

9

Danio rerio

2

Major

cristatus
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9

Histocompatibility
Complex (HLA1)
Cyclura carinata

2

Bombyx mori

1

Cyclura rileyi

1

Ovis aries

1

Ctenosaura clarki

1

Bos taurus

1
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Ctenosaura defensor

1

Xenopus (Silurana)

1

tropicalis
Conolophus

5

Tribolium castaneum

1

Iguana iguana

3

Macaca fascicularis

1

Ameiva ameiva

2

Homo sapiens

3

Sphenodon punctatus

8

Rattus norvegicus

1

subcristatus

RXRB
Retinoid X
Receptor Beta

Nerodia sipedon

1

Mus musculus

2

Gallus gallus

2

Canis lupus

1

Ambystoma

1

Bos taurus

1

7

Oncorhynchus

1

mexicanum
Homo sapiens

mykiss

BTN3

Coturnix japonica

2

Mus musculus

3

Meleagris gallopavo

1

1

1

Sus scrofa

3

Pan troglodytes

1

Nomascus

1

Butyrophylin Like 9

leucogenys
Homo sapiens

3

Xenopus laevis

1

Mus musculus

1

Xenopus (Silurana)

1

tropicalis
FLOT1

Sus scrofa

1

1

1

Mus musculus

Flotillin 1

38

2

1

1

Homo sapiens

1

NOTCH4

Homo sapiens

5

0

Notch Receptor 4
Rattus norvegicus

1

Callithrix jacchus

1

Macaca mulatta

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Bos taurus

1

Canis lupus

1

familiaris
Pongo abelii

1

Bos taurus

1

Pan troglodytes

1

Sus scrofa

2

Xenopus laevis

1

Equus caballus

1

Danio rerio

1

Monodelphis

1

domestica
Xenopus (Silurana)

1

Pan troglodytes

1

1

Ailuropoda

2

tropicalis
Mus musculus

melanoleuca
Danio rerio

1

Oryctolagus

1

cuniculus

LMP2

Marmota monax

1

Oncorhynchus mykiss

2

1

1

TUBB

Latent Membrane

Tubulin Beta Class

Protein 2

I

Bos taurus

1

Mus musculus

1

Salmo salar

2

Homo sapiens

3

Melanogrammus

1

Gallus gallus

1

1

Alligator

1

aeglefinus
Mus terricolo

mississippiensis
Oryzias latipes

11

Xenopus laevis
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2

7

1

Mus spretus

1

Xenopus (Silurana)

1

tropicalis tubulin
Mus musculus

1

Mus spicilegus

1

BING1

Danio rerio

1

Mus musculus

1

Homo sapiens

1

Homo sapiens

3

Macaca mulatta

1

0

Bridging Integrator
1
Psetta maxima

1

LMP7

Paralichthys

1

Latent Membrane

olivaceus

1

1

Protein 7
Sus scrofa

2

ZBTB
Zinc Finger And
BTB Domain

Mus musculus

3

Mus musculus

2

Homo sapiens

3

Callithrix jacchus

2

Salmo salar

1

Equus caballus

1

Danio rerio

2

Rattus norvegicus

1

Ginglymostoma

1

Bos taurus

1

Polypterus senegalus

1

Pan troglodytes

1

Oncorhynchus mykiss

1

Culter alburnus

1

Gallus gallus

3

Pongo abelii

1

Xenopus laevis

1

Macaca mulatta

1

Callithrix jacchus

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Homo sapiens

1

cirratum

TAP2

7

1

Transporter 2, ATP
Binding Cassette

40

0

Mus musculus

1

WDR46

Mus musculus

1

0

WD Repeat
Domain 46
Homo sapiens

1

Callithrix jacchus

1

Canis lupus

1

Strongylocentrotus

1

purpuratus
Homo sapiens

2

Canis lupus

1

familiaris
TNXB

Mus musculus

1

Gallus gallus

5

1

Danio rerio

1

1

Cricetulus griseus

1

Bos taurus

1

Bos taurus

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Sus scrofa

1

Sus scrofa

1

Oreochromis

1

Tenascin XB

niloticus

BLEC1

Ovis aries

1

Loxodonta africana

1

Gallus gallus

3

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Mus musculus

1

0

Xenopus laevis

1

Homo sapiens

1

Equus caballus

1

Coturnix japonica

2

Pan troglodytes

1

Bos taurus

1

Homo sapiens

2

Canis lupus

1

Gorilla gorilla

1

1

C-Type Lectin-Like
Receptor 1
TSBP
Testes Expressed
Basic Protein

DMB
Major

41

0

Histocompatibility
Complex, Class II,
DM Beta

COL11A2

Ovis aries

1

Bos taurus

2

Homo sapiens

6

Pan troglodytes

1

Bos taurus

1

Pongo pygmaeus

1

Mus musculus

1

Sus scrofa

1

Callithrix jacchus

1

Mus musculus

2

Danio rerio

1

Homo sapiens

1

0

Collagen Type XI
Alpha 2 Chain

TAP1

5

1

1

1

Transporter 1, ATP
Binding Cassette

RING3

Rattus norvegicus

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Xenopus laevis

1

Gallus gallus

1

Myxine glutinosa

1

Homo sapiens

5

0

BRD2

Bromodomain

Bromodomain

Containing 3

Containing 2
Homo sapiens

2

Callithrix jacchus

1

Danio rerio

1

Bos taurus

1

Chlamydomonas

1

Canis lupus

1

Sus scrofa

1

Rattus norvegicus

1

Gallus gallus

1

Cavia porcellus

1

Mus musculus

1

Loxodonta africana

1

Mus musculus

4

Sus scrofa

2

reinhardtii
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RING1

Mus musculus

2

Rattus norvegicus

1

1

1

Pan troglodytes

2

Xenopus (Silurana)

1

Ring Finger Protein
1

tropicalis
Bombyx mori

1

Ginglymostoma

1

cirratum

DMA

Gallus gallus

1

Gallus gallus

1

Homo sapiens

4

Ixodes scapularis

1

Bos taurus

1

Oncorhynchus

2

2

2

Major

mykiss

Histocompatibility
Complex, Class II,
DM Alpha
Mus musculus

3

Salmo salar

1

Homo sapiens

3

Homo sapiens

9

43

Supplementary Table 2. Pooling strategy for overgo probe hybridizations of Anolis carolinensis. Probe No. is the ID number of the overgo
probe; Predicted gene is the gene the overgo was developed from, Accession No. – NCBI accession number of A. carolinensis gene the overgo
probe was developed from, Overgo – the forward (F) and reverse (R) sequences of the overgo probes. The A. carolinensis genome has nine
membranes, in this table each membrane has a column (Membrane No., 1 – 9). Twelve hybridization experiments were run, which are indicated
by the numbers in the Membrane No. column. This outlines the pooling strategy for the probes in each of the hybridizations. When there are
different numbers for the Forward and Reverse, it indicates a repeat - the probe was first run on one run and then on another run.
Membrane/Pooling strategy –
Membrane No.
Probe

Predicted

No.

Gene

1

MHC1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

MHC2

MHC1

MHC2

TNXB

TAP2

TNXB

TAP2

Accession No.

XM_003218095.1

XM_003230078.1

XM_003229776.1

XM_003229011.1

XM_003218058.1

XM_003229647.1

XM_003218058.1

XM_003229647.1

Overgo

F

ATGTACGGCTGTGAGCTGAGGAAC

R

CTCCTTTGCTCCAATCGTTCCTCA

F

TGGTCAAGCACAACCTGGAGTTCT

R

TTGCTGTGCGCCATGAAGAACTCC

F

GGCTGACTTAGCAACTATCCAGTA

R

CAGGTAGGCCTTCCTGTACTGGAT

F

CTCCCAAATGAAGACAACACCTTC

R

GGTAGGAGAACTTGGAGAAGGTGT

F

AGACGCTGAAGGCAAACTGAAGTC

R

CCCATTCAAAGGCAGTGACTTCAG

F

CTTTATCAAGGTAGTCGGGCTCTA

R

ACTGAGCATGAACCCGTAGAGCCC

F

CTTTGACAACTTCCAGGTCCAGTA

R

CCCGTTGGCATCTTTGTACTGGAC

F

GATGAGGCAGGATGTGGCTTTCTT
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1

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

5

6

7

8

9

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

FLOT1

LMP2

LMP7

BTN3

MHC2

MHC2

MHC2

MHC2

BLEC1

RING3

RXRB

RING1

MHC1

XM_003228332.1

XM_003230696.1

XM_003229646.1

XM_003217965.1

XM_003227744.1

XM_003229011.1

XM_003229106.1

XM_003230078.1

XM_003217937.1

XM_003229744.1

XM_003229998.1

XM_003217792.1

XM_003229648.1

R

TGTTTTCACCTCCTGGAAGAAAGC

F

TGAACAAGATCACGATGGTGTCGA

R

ACGTCTCCAGCCCCACTCGACACC

F

AGCCCTTTGCCATTGGGGGATCAG

R

TAAATATAGGTGCTCCCTGATCCC

F

AACAAGGAACGGATCAGCGTCTCA

R

ACAGCTTGGAGGCTGCTGAGACGC

F

TGTGGCACAACCTCCCTGACCATC

R

ACATCAAATCTCCAAGGATGGTCA

F

CCCAGCCAAGATCAAAATCAGGTG

R

CTTCCCGTTTCTCAACCACCTGAT

F

GGCATCATCGTGGGCACCATCCTC

R

TCATGGCCTTGAAGAAGAGGATGG

F

CAGACAACGCCTTCCGCAAGTTCT

R

ATAAAGGGAAGGTAGGAGAACTTG

F

GACGAGCTTCCTCCCAAATGCAGA

R

TTTGTGGAAGGTGTTGTCTGCATT

F

AGGGAAAGACTGCATTGCCAGTTT

R

GTGCCTTTGCCCTTCTAAACTGGC

F

CACAGATGACATTGTGCTGATGGC

R

CTTCTCCAAGGTTTGGGCCATCAG

F

TCCCAGAGACTGGGTTCAGTTCTT

R

GGCCTTTAGGATTGGAAAGAACTG

F

AAAGACTCGCTCTTCCTCTACGTC

R

GGTCACTGTGGATGAAGACGTAGA

F

AGACGGGAGCAAAGGAGGGTATTA
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5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

10

10

10

10

8

8

8

5
10

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

8

9

9

8

9

9
12

12

12

22

23

24

MHC1

MHC1

MHC1

XM_003218096.1

XM_003230097.1

XM_003229775.1

R

ATCGTAGGCATACTGGTAATACCC

F

TGTCCTCTTGAGCGTTGGAATCAT

R

AGGGAGAAGAAGGAGCATGATTCC

F

GAGCAAAAGAGGGTATTACCAGTA

R

CCTCCCATCGTAGGCATACTGGTA

F

ATTGAGTGGCTGCAGAGATACCTG

R

TCTCCTTCCCGTACTCCAGGTATC
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12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Supplementary Table 3. BLAT results of contigs that had a significantly 'best' alignment in the A. carolinensis genome. Query = the contig that
was used to search the BLAT genome; Score = score of the alignment; Start = number of the first base pair of the query sequence that successfully
aligned; End = number of the last base pair of the query sequence that successfully aligned; Qsize = number of base pairs total of the query sequence;
Identity = how much of the query sequence was a match; Chro = the id number of the scaffold our BAC contig matched to; Strand = indicates 5' or
3' directionality; Start = position of the first base pair of the scaffold our query sequence matched; End = position of the last base pair of the scaffold
our query sequence matched; Span = number of base pairs of the scaffold our query aligns to.
Query

Score

Start

End

Qsize

Identity

Chro

Strand

Start

End

Span

73F21_1

17868

1

19038

22172

99.40%

Un_GL344142

-

1

18165

18165

73F21_1

5401

7252

20703

22172

95.70%

Un_GL343676

-

121422

264750

143329

73F21_1

4658

6003

20983

22172

95.30%

Un_GL343775

+

114407

164123

49717

73F21_1

4355

12372

20983

22172

95.40%

Un_GL344424

-

17104

34282

17179

73F21_1

4241

12554

20983

22172

95.60%

Un_GL343786

+

218

88127

87910

73F21_2

20323

2399

22813

22813

99.90%

Un_AAWZ02036018

-

11855

32286

20432

73F21_3

5991

1

6062

14501

99.70%

Un_GL344142

-

56566

62654

6089

73F21_3

2006

58

2339

14501

97.50%

Un_AAWZ02036018

+

7564

9921

2358

73F21_3

1822

707

14501

14501

86.00%

Un_GL343775

+

12486

109327

96842

73F21_4

1711

1417

6991

8962

99.70%

Un_AAWZ02040109

-

1582

7161

5580

73F21_4

722

1

3957

8962

97.20%

2

-

26709448

26869131

159684

73F21_4

685

1

3957

8962

96.50%

Un_GL343344

+

816069

836846

20778

73F21_5

587

1

4616

8987

93.50%

1

-

160972147

161429552

457406

73F21_6

410

6206

6708

6929

100.00%

Un_GL344142

+

47634

48136

503

73F21_contig00004

737

3

5611

9878

95.80%

Un_GL343786

-

27752

28998

1247

73F21_contig00004

727

2

5611

9878

94.90%

Un_AAWZ02037486

-

8201

9447

1247

73F21_contig00004

723

2

5611

9878

95.20%

Un_GL344390

+

29588

30823

1236

73F21_contig00004

723

2

5611

9878

94.60%

Un_GL344037

+

36784

38022

1239

73F21_contig00005

5169

2627

7957

7959

98.80%

Un_GL344142

-

23854

31351

7498

47

73F21_contig00011

2840

1

4790

4813

99.50%

Un_GL344037

+

44123

50273

6151

73F21_contig00011

2836

5

4789

4813

99.00%

Un_GL344424

+

10646

15427

4782

73F21_contig00011

2830

1

4790

4813

99.20%

Un_GL343786

-

71228

95139

23912

73F21_contig00012

4225

1

4390

4390

98.30%

Un_GL344390

+

34901

39277

4377

73F21_contig00013

3007

4

3014

3014

100.00%

Un_GL344142

-

18299

21309

3011

73F21_contig000114/15

1084

401

1985

2538

99.10%

Un_GL344142

-

21851

23433

1583

73F21_contig00022

217

2

655

663

98.70%

Un_GL344390

-

28956

29611

656

73F21_contig00022

217

2

655

663

96.40%

Un_GL344037

-

36158

36807

650

73F21_contig00022

213

2

655

663

98.20%

Un_GL343786

+

28976

29632

657

73F21_contig00022

211

2

655

663

97.80%

Un_AAWZ02037486

+

9424

10079

656

73F21_contig00023

384

1

436

512

98.50%

Un_AAWZ02038724

+

9926

10357

432

73F21_contig00023

383

1

436

512

97.50%

Un_GL343786

+

70744

71160

417

73F21_contig00023

383

1

436

512

98.00%

Un_GL343775

+

165291

165715

425

73F21_contig00023

381

1

436

512

99.50%

Un_GL344424

-

15494

15935

442

73F21_contig00023

379

1

436

512

99.30%

Un_AAWZ02039641

+

7396

7840

445

73F21_contig00025

22

12

34

363

100.00%

2

-

29869245

29869271

27

107B15_contig00001

9874

7392

34848

42415

99.60%

Un_AAWZ02036018

-

7458

26702

19245

107B15_contig00001

3743

35452

40293

42415

99.80%

Un_GL343809

+

2021

6862

4842

107B15_contig00001

2537

27382

34738

42415

97.30%

Un_GL344142

+

48650

62572

13923

118D8_contig00001

35257

2

35970

35970

99.70%

Un_GL344036

+

27881

63728

35848

118D8_contig00002

7030

18491

31532

32429

97.40%

Un_GL344134

-

36005

81760

45756

118D8_contig00002

5118

11025

19023

32429

98.30%

Un_GL344036

-

83525

91516

7992

118D8_contig00002

4428

13157

25377

32429

91.40%

2

+

199513243

199568027

54785

118D8_contig00002

3905

19836

25384

32429

96.50%

Un_AAWZ02039899

+

1275

6622

5348

118D8_contig00002

1388

18707

25377

32429

89.80%

Un_GL344125

+

5122

16328

11207

118D8_contig00003

9584

993

18014

29099

97.50%

Un_GL344036

+

64956

83841

18886

118D8_contig00003

7195

8607

29093

29099

95.10%

Un_GL344134

+

43849

57422

13574

48

118D8_contig00003

2583

14745

27333

29099

91.10%

2

-

199572414

199607852

35439

118D8_contig00003

2468

16887

20718

29099

93.50%

Un_GL344125

-

827

48092

47266

118D8_contig00004

12068

1

12735

12735

98.20%

Un_GL344036

+

5184

20148

14965

118D8_contig00005

5123

9

8073

9684

98.00%

Un_AAWZ02038253

+

6379

11556

5178

134P17_contig00001

17558

538

29107

29107

97.80%

Un_GL343520

-

313690

343219

29530

134P17_contig00001

3490

2223

13589

29107

93.90%

Un_GL344764

-

965

22517

21553

134P17_contig00002

19757

1

20829

20829

99.30%

Un_GL343520

+

356382

377196

20815

134P17_contig00003

14270

37

16805

16807

98.30%

Un_GL343520

+

284876

301452

16577

134P17_contig00004

13920

50

15947

16346

98.50%

Un_GL343520

+

259628

280129

20502

134P17_contig00004

4390

380

12593

16346

90.50%

Un_GL343964

-

130

14904

14775

134P17_contig00004

4316

380

12624

16346

89.80%

Un_GL343676

+

3255

12681

9427

134P17_contig00004

4142

380

12624

16346

89.40%

Un_GL344084

-

58309

68948

10640

134P17_contig00005

3988

1

4066

16295

99.20%

Un_AAWZ02035787

-

13951

18005

4055

134P17_contig00005

1991

8885

15278

16295

97.90%

Un_GL343520

+

351067

355267

4201

134P17_contig00006

7748

1

8699

9061

99.20%

Un_GL343520

-

305123

313661

8539

134P17_contig00007

4718

1

5582

5582

99.00%

Un_GL343520

-

255063

259598

4536

134P17_contig00010

3146

1

3332

3379

98.10%

Un_GL343520

+

301700

305029

3330

134P17_contig00011

2038

4

2059

2059

99.60%

Un_GL343520

-

253626

253899

274

134P17_contig00012

1890

9

1968

1968

98.70%

Un_GL343520

+

250036

251958

1923

134P17_contig00013

1022

87

1159

1159

98.70%

Un_GL343520

+

280968

284671

1107

134P17_contig00016

788

1

830

972

98.30%

Un_GL343520

-

280644

280973

1273

134P17_contig00018

20

191

210

585

100.00%

Un_GL343319

+

98673

98692

20

415L2_1

7816

1

13693

13693

97.40%

Un_GL343676

+

49801

269549

219749

415L2_2

13363

1

13596

13596

99.40%

Un_GL343676

+

245494

259758

14265

415L2_contig00001

13489

1

15739

22930

99.10%

Un_GL343775

+

73465

89612

16148

415L2_contig00001

5540

4859

18805

22930

97.90%

Un_AAWZ02037913

-

1493

10834

9342

415L2_contig00002

13495

70

14113

14113

99.60%

Un_GL343775

+

41846

60136

18291

49

415L2_contig00002

1932

7913

14113

14113

99.30%

Un_AAWZ02037743

+

1

10905

10905

415L2_contig00003

10583

289

10949

10949

99.70%

Un_GL343775

+

28661

39306

10646

415L2_contig00006

2369

3752

8446

8446

98.80%

Un_GL343775

-

60848

65528

4681

415L2_contig00006

1784

5065

8446

8446

98.00%

Un_AAWZ02037743

-

11411

14769

3359

415L2_contig00007

5821

6

6090

6090

99.70%

Un_GL343775

+

21513

27608

6096

415L2_contig00009

3871

1

4064

4064

98.60%

Un_GL343775

+

66561

71695

5135

415L2_contig00011

1789

1

2911

3870

99.30%

Un_GL343676

-

242361

245299

2939

415L2_contig00012

62

1

62

3416

100.00%

Un_GL343775

-

71697

71758

62

415L2_contig00013

2754

6

2801

2801

99.50%

Un_GL343775

+

19022

21522

2501

415L2_contig00014

1136

1

1149

1151

99.30%

Un_GL343775

+

40012

40812

801

415L2_contig00015

867

16

891

891

99.60%

Un_GL343775

+

40857

41542

686

415L2_contig00022

210

1

210

210

100.00%

Un_GL343775

-

73035

73244

210

415L2_contig00023

194

1

194

194

100.00%

Un_GL343775

-

73581

73774

194

50

Supplementary Table 4. Complete list of overgo hybridizations. Indicated are the membrane ID, the gene name, the overgo probes that were pooled in a single experiment,
and the BAC IDs that were hybridized during the experiment.

Membrane
2C

Gene
MHC I

Probe
XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

1C

MHC I

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

Hybridization
93C14
91J10
78K11
51N23
57L23
81L23
87M11
63O4
75J87
93G15
87G16
93G13
75F4
46O6
2N13
28F3
22E2
38J19
38J11
14E15
30N189
18I23
24I21
6G20
6E20
42J13
18K6
24I6
36F8

51

Membrane
5C

Gene
MHC I

Probe
XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

6C

MHC I

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

Hybridization
226O15
208G20
206G10
224B7
211P23
235N15
205G17
193F16
223I4
229A22
235C7
216E23
222H11
216F3
183O12
219L1
195L22
195D14
215I16
191F14
227C13
197A3
254O17
248P14
278K10
260L2
278G21
252O5
258M1

3C

MHC I

Membrane

Gene

4C

MHC I

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
Probe
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

36F13
36D6
31D6
33M24
47M17
17K6
41H2
11B5
39F20
39F9
118K20
106J21
Hybridization
106G6
118B8
128F24
128O17
128J15
110D7
140D5
114H7
138H6
126D20
127A23
107B15
99D16
166P22
178K19
154D1
151C22
162I19
168N9

52

7C

MHC I

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

Membrane

Gene

Probe

8C

MHC I

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

288G21
241J22
251O6
249F9
319P19
322H18
302E9
313E4
301B5
324E20
305O9
299O24
Hybridization
293K14
305D22
305L2
335J3
329A4
303B18
291K10
291C8
309L4
370M19
376A11
376G1
344D16
365P8
365J5
347E8
381K2
383P8
377P23

4C
5C
1C
2C

MHC I
MHC I
MHC I
MHC I

XM_003218095_Blk3
XM_003218095_Blk2
XM_003229776_Blk12
XM_003229776_Blk12

3C

MHC I

XM_003229776_Blk12

4C

MHC I

XM_003229776_Blk12

3C

Membrane

3C

MHC I

Gene

MHC I

XM_00321B095_Blk3

Probe

XM_00321B095_Blk3

150F3
189K23
153G9
149E3
173D3
173C6
165A5
155C4
NONE
NONE
33M24
43G15
93G13
107B21
128O17
118P18
168N9
153G9
118K20
106G6
118B8
128F24
128J15
140M8
Hybridization
110D7
114H7
138H6
126D20
99D16
127A23
46D6

53

9C

MHC I

XM_003229648.1_Blk2
XM_003218096.1_Blk2
XM_003218097.1_Blk2
XM_003229775.1_Blk1

5C

MHC II

XM_003229011_Blk1

6C

MHC II

XM_003229011_Blk1

7C

MHC II

XM_003229011_Blk1

8C
Membrane

MHC II
Gene

XM_003229011_Blk1
Probe

9C

MHC II

XM_003229011_Blk1

6C
7C

MHC II
MHC II

XM_003230078_Blk2
XM_003230078_Blk2

400M18
388O9
430E21
400H13
410N18
422M11
415M11
395N22
401M20
419C21
393M12
429B13
200P23
194N6
193P5
209L16
207J21
277I24
249E16
289N23
320C8
320A8
312N6
370C17
Hybridization
368F10
383D6
398L16
415L2
405H15
NONE
NONE

2C

MHC I

XM_00321B095_Blk3

28F3
38J19
2N13
38J11
14E15
30M9
18I23
24I21
6G20
42J13
24E17
36F13
36F8
36D6
31D6
17K6
5L3
11B15
17H5
41H2
39F20
39F9
82J14
68M20
94C14

8C
9C
1C

MHC II
MHC II
MHC II

XM_003230078_Blk2
XM_003230078_Blk2
XM_003230078
XM_003229106
XM_003229011
XM_003227744

2C

MHC II

3C

MHC II

4C

MHC II

5C

MHC II

XM_003230078
XM_003229106
XM_003229011
XM_003227744
XM_003230078
XM_003229106
XM_003229011
XM_003227744
XM_003230078
XM_003229106
XM_003229011
XM_003227744
XM_003230078
XM_003229106
XM_003229011
XM_003227744

73L22
91J10

5C

CLASS
II

78K11
87M11

6C

CLASS
II

6304

7C

CLASS
II

54

NONE
NONE
16P21
40O13
10G8
38L11
19A20
73F21
55A18
72H18
87K3
134P17
132B11
107B15
154J10
173O2
173E15
165N1
200P23
230P5
194N6
193P5
209L16
207J21

DMA_OVG
DMB_OVG

193L4
230C5

DMA_OVG
DMB_OVG

270G10

DMA_OVG

NONE

75J8

Membrane

Gene

Probe

1C

TAP2

XM_003229647.1_Blk5
XM_003229647.1_Blk6

2C

TAP2

3C

TAP2

4C

TAP2

5C

TAP2

6C

TNXB

7C

TNXB

7C

TNXB

XM_003229647.1_Blk5
XM_003229647.1_Blk6

XM_003229647.1_Blk5
XM_003229647.1_Blk6
XM_003229647.1_Blk5
XM_003229647.1_Blk6

DMB_OVG

87G16
75F4
Hybridization

8C

16N9
46O6
12I23
24I21
21B14
82E17
68B14
51N23
81L23
118B8

9C

161I19
149E3
173D3
177J8
183J6
NONE

Membrane

342I22

430N1

1C

DMA
DMB

2C

1C
2C

DMA
DMB
DMA
DMB
DMA
DMB
RXRB
RXRB

OVG
OVG
OVG
OVG
OVG
OVG
XM_003229998.1
XM_003229998.1

3C

RXRB

XM_003229998.1

4C
1C

RXRB
RING1

XM_003229998.1
XM_003217792.1

2C
3C
6C
1C
2C
3C

RING1
RING1
RING1
BLEC1
BLEC1
BLEC1

XM_003217792.1
XM_003217792.1
XM_003217792.1
XM_003217937.1
XM_003217937.1
XM_003217937.1

4C

55

Gene
CLASS
II

DMA_OVG
DMB_OVG
Probe
DMA_OVG
DMB_OVG
OVG
OVG

3C

XM_003229647.1_Blk5
XM_003229647.1_Blk6
XM_003218058.1_Blk18 NONE
XM_003218058.1_Blk8
XM_003218058.1_Blk18 289P16
XM_003218058.1_Blk8 292E8
314D12
371B7
XM_003218058.1_Blk18 NONE
XM_003218058.1_Blk8

CLASS
II

Hybridization

2G8
43P23
30N10
68H14
121O22
NONE
12O5
50K13
67K21
81P2
124E10
118N4
188C9
37M14
23N2
NONE
97J13
NONE
NONE
NONE
105K18

8C
8C
9C
6C

7C

TNXB

XM_003218058.1_Blk18
XM_003218058.1_Blk8
TNXB
XM_003218058.1_Blk18
XM_003218058.1_Blk8
TNXB
XM_003218058.1_Blk18
XM_003218058.1_Blk8
LMP2/BTN3 XM_003230696
XM_003217965

382G12
359N13
NONE

6C

BLEC1

XM_003217937.1

NONE

4C
5C
1C
2C
3C
6C
4C
5C
7C
8C
9C
5C
Membrane
6C
7C
8C
9C
7C
8C
9C

FLOT
FLOT1
RING3
RING3
RING3
RING3
RXRB
RXRB
RXRB
RXRB
RXRB
BTN3
Gene
BTN3
BTN3
BTN3
BTN3
CH318
CH318
CH318

XM_003228332
XM_003229744.1
XM_003229744.1
XM_003229744.1
XM_003229744.1
XM_003229998.1
XM_003229998.1
XM_003229998.1
XM_003229998.1
XM_003229998.1
XM_003217965.1
Probe
XM_003217965.1
XM_003217965.1
XM_003217965.1
XM_003217965.1
388O9R
388O9R
388O9R

244I17
258O1
279P2
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
423H16

1C
Membrane
2C

LMP2/BTN3 XM_003230696
XM_003217965
LMP2/BTN3 XM_003230696
XM_003217965
LMP2/BTN3 XM_003230696
XM_003217965
LMP7
XM_003229646
Gene
Probe
LMP7
XM_003229646

3C
4C

LMP7
LMP7

XM_003229646
XM_003229646

NONE
Hybridization
51N23
81L23
118B8
NONE

6C

LMP7

XM_003229646

255C4

8C
9C

56

286G20
250I9
286A14
276N5
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
Hybridization
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
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Chapter 2

The effects of historical fragmentation on Major Histocompatibility Complex class II β and
microsatellite variation in the Aegean island reptile, Podarcis erhardii

Figure 1. Podarcis erhardii in typical habitat on the island of Naxos
in the Aegean Sea.
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Abstract
The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) plays a key role in disease resistance and is the
most polymorphic gene region in vertebrates. Although habitat fragmentation is predicted to lead
to a loss in MHC variation through drift, the impact of other evolutionary forces may counter this
effect. Here we assess the impact of selection, drift, migration and recombination on MHC class
II and microsatellite variability in 14 island populations of the Aegean wall lizard Podarcis
erhardii. Lizards were sampled from islands within the Cyclades (Greece) formed by rising sea
levels since the last glacial maximum approximately 20,000 before present. Bathymetric data
were used to determine the area and age of each island, allowing us to infer the corresponding
magnitude and timing of genetic bottlenecks associated with island formation. Both MHC and
microsatellite variation were positively associated with island area, supporting the hypothesis
that drift governs neutral and adaptive variation in this system. However, MHC but not
microsatellite variability declined significantly with island age. This discrepancy is likely due to
the fact that microsatellites attain mutation-drift equilibrium more rapidly than MHC. Although
we detected signals of balancing selection, recombination and migration, the effects of these
evolutionary processes appeared negligible relative to drift. This study demonstrates how land
bridge islands can provide novel insights into the impact of historical fragmentation on genetic
diversity as well as help disentangle the effects of different evolutionary forces on neutral and
adaptive diversity.
Keywords – MHC, TLR, BD, BAC sequencing, bottleneck, host/parasite coevolution, anole,
Podarcis
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Introduction
Understanding how fragmentation affects genetic variation and viability of wild populations is of
primary importance to conservation biology. Small isolated populations in fragmented systems
can lose genetic variation and diverge rapidly from one another through genetic drift (Wright
1931; Frankham 2003). This loss of variation can lead to decreased fitness (Bouzat 2010; Miller
et al., 2010; Gos et al., 2012), either through inbreeding depression or loss of adaptive
evolutionary potential (Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1987; Frankham 1995; Saccheri et al.,
1996). Fitness may also be affected in small populations through a reduction in functional
diversity at genes involved in critical immunological processes. Rising extinction rates due to
emerging pathogens and habitat loss therefore make it particularly important to understand how
population fragmentation affects potentially adaptive genetic diversity at key immunity loci.
(Altizer et al., 2003).
An important set of genes involved in the adaptive immune response is the Major
Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). The MHC is the most polymorphic region in the vertebrate
genome (Bjorkman & Parham 1990) and has provided significant insight into the impact of
parasite-mediated selection on host genetic variation in natural populations (Bernatchez &
Landry 2003; Sommer 2005). MHC molecules are present on the surface of host cells and are
responsible for presenting foreign peptides to helper T-cells thereby mediating an adaptive
immune response (Murphy et al., 2012). The MHC Class I proteins are present on the surface of
all vertebrate nucleated somatic cells and facilitate immune responses to intracellular parasites
(Bjorkman & Parham 1990) whereas class II proteins are present on specific antigen presenting
cells and combat extracellular pathogens (Kappes & Strominger 1988).
The high level of variability observed in the MHC is often attributed to one or more
forms of parasite-mediated selection, namely: overdominance (heterozygote advantage; Sommer
2005), negative frequency dependent selection (rare-allele advantage; Bernatchez & Landry
2003) or fluctuating selection (reviewed in Bernatchez & Landry 2003; Sommer 2005; Spurgin
& Richardson 2010). At local levels, parasites could reduce genetic variation at the MHC
through selection for specific disease resistant alleles, resulting in a form of short-term local
adaptation (Eizaguirre et al., 2012; Kyle et al., 2014). However at greater spatial and temporal
scales, these patterns of selection may shift, ultimately increasing genetic diversity relative to
that of neutral markers (Castro-Prieto et al., 2011). Studies have also shown that gene conversion
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within the MHC can generate haplotype diversity and recover functional variation in
bottlenecked populations (Spurgin et al., 2011). Ultimately, the relative impact of selection and
drift on MHC variation will depend not only on the intensity and mode of selection but also on
levels of immigration, recombination and demographic history (Spurgin et al., 2011; Eimes et al.
2011; Wilson et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). Unfortunately, these factors are rarely examined in
studies of MHC in natural populations and can only be properly addressed with sufficient
replication and a detailed knowledge of the duration and intensity of the population bottleneck
under investigation (Oliver & Piertney 2012).
Islands in the Cyclades group of the central Aegean represent an ideal study system for
examining the effects of historical bottleneck events on MHC diversity. While the Aegean Sea
constitutes a complex evolutionary laboratory (Lymberakis and Poulakakis, 2010), the situation
in the Cycladic archipelago is more straightforward and is characterized by remarkable geologic
stability (Lykousis, 2009). Since the most recent glacial maximum (GLM) 20,000 years before
present (BP), global sea levels have risen 120 – 130 m across much of the Aegean Sea,
fragmenting a once contiguous landmass into a series of land bridge islands (Kapsimalis et al.,
2009; Lykousis et al., 2009; Sakellariou and Galanidou, 2016). These continental shelf islands
were historically connected to one another during the GLM and have been progressively
fragmented since that time by rising sea levels (Kapsimalis et al., 2009). Bathymetric data has
shown that islands can be grouped into clusters that reflect a common fragmentation history, i.e.
each fragmentation cluster contains islands that were more recently separated from each other
than islands in other fragmentation clusters (Foufopoulos & Ives, 1999; Kapsimalis et al., 2009).
Regional bathymetric data have also provided precise estimates of island area and age
(Foufopoulos & Ives 1999), allowing us to infer the corresponding magnitude and timing of each
fragmentation event.
The Aegean wall lizard Podarcis erhardii (Figure 1 – title page) is an ideal study
organism for assessing the effects of island fragmentation on adaptive variation. With few
exceptions, this species is found throughout Cyclades and does not readily disperse between
islands (Roca et al., 2009; Hurston et al., 2009). In keeping with the bathymetric data,
hierarchical analyses of molecular variance have shown that mitochondrial cytochrome b
variation is largely structured by island fragmentation cluster (Hurston et al., 2009). Studies of
nuclear microsatellite loci have also shown that neutral variation is positively associated with
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island area and weakly negatively associated with island age, consistent with the cumulative
effects of drift (Hurston et al., 2009). However, the effects of fragmentation history on adaptive
(MHC) genetic variation have not yet been assessed.
This study therefore capitalizes on this unique continental shelf island system to assess
how drift, selection, migration and recombination have impacted MHC variability in P. erhardii
populations that have been subject to fragmentation events of different magnitude (island area)
and duration (island age). If balancing selection is the most important evolutionary force in this
study system, MHC variation should persist regardless of the magnitude or age of the
fragmentation event. If migration is present, MHC differentiation should be less than that of
neutral markers because the efficacy of gene flow is higher for loci under balancing selection
(see Schierup et al., 2000; Muirhead 2001; McMullan & van Oosterhout 2012). Conversely, if
migration is negligible, we expect MHC differentiation to exceed that of neutral markers
reflecting local adaptation in response to divergent selection. If our hypothesis of balancing
selection is not supported and drift is the dominant evolutionary force, we expect that MHC
differentiation will reflect those observed at neutral loci. Under this scenario, neutral and MHC
variation will increase with island area and decrease with island age. Under a model where drift
predominates but migration is occurring between islands, we expect to find a pattern of isolation
by distance or little to no differentiation between islands. Lastly, we examine the extent of
recombination within the MHC since this process can act to counter the loss of genetic variation
in severely fragmented populations.
Materials and Methods
Sampling
Three hundred P. erhardii lizards were sampled from 15 islands within the Cyclades region of
the Aegean Sea, Greece (Figure 2). These islands range in size and age, and can be clustered into
four groups (Amorgos, Naxos, Keros and Iraklia; Table 1) based on their shared fragmentation
history (Foufopoulos and Ives, 1999). All islands are dominated by a characteristic sparse,
spinose dwarf bush steppe (‘phrygana’) and exposed rock glades with the exception of Naxos
which harbors a higher diversity of more mesic vegetation types. Lowlands on Naxos tend to be
used for agriculture while more temperate sites in the highlands contain copses, olive groves, and
maquis. Podarcis erhardii inhabits all of these habitats with the exception of small closed66

Figure 2. Map of central Cyclades in the Aegean Sea. Pie charts are clustered by fragmentation group
and represent the frequency of different MHC class II β alleles in each population as indicated by the
relevant colors). Population codes are as follows: AK - Antikeros, AN - Andreas, DA - Daskalio, GL Glaronissi, IR - Irakleia, KE - Keros, KO - Koufonissi, KP - Kopria, MA - Megalos Ambelas, MK Makronissi, MP - Megali Plaka, NX - Naxos, OV - Ovriokastro, SK - Schoinoussa. Numbers refer to
individual Poer-DAB* alleles.

canopy forest habitats. On small islands (< 10 hectares) lizards were sampled opportunistically
from across the island, whereas on larger islands (> 10 hectares) lizards were sampled at one site,
in order to avoid the potentially confounding effects of population structure. Lizards were
captured using a combination of silk noose and mealworm baits. Tissue was collected from toe or
tail clips and stored in 95% ethanol. Genomic DNA was extracted using phenol-chloroform, as
described in Sambrook & Russell (2001).
Development of species-specific MHC class II primers
A 539 base pair (bp) fragment spanning exons 2 and 3 of the MHC class II β – 1 subunit was
amplified from reverse-transcribed cDNA of a single P. erhardii sample using degenerate primers
MHC2Ex2F2 and MHC2Ex3R2 (Miller et al., 2005; Supplementary Methods). Species-specific
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Table 1. Characteristics of the Aegean islands included in this study.
Island
Antikeros
Andreas
Daskalio
Keros
Megali Plaka
Glaronissi
Irakleia
Koufonissi
Megalos Ambelas
Schoinoussa
Kopria
Makronissi
Naxos
Ovriokastro

Island
groupa
Amorgos
Keros
Keros
Keros
Keros
Irakleia
Irakleia
Irakleia
Irakleia
Irakleia
Naxos
Naxos
Naxos
Naxos

Island
codeb
AK
AN
DA
KE
MP
GL
IR
KO
MA
SK
KP
MK
NX
OV

N
(MHC)c
10
13
19
13
17
19
13
15
16
16
13
12
17
15

N
(microsatellite)d
19
17
30
13
25
26
17
16
24
21
27
24
30
25

Size
(ha)e
164
5
1.5
1505
3
18.75
1807.8
1300
7
883
13.75
4.2
44,800
22

Age
(Kya)f
13.5
8.55
1.50
9.15
6.45
5.65
9.80
8.35
7.85
6.25
11.7
5.85
0
5.75

a

Island group refers to the final fragmentation group to which each island belongs
Abbreviations of each island used throughout the text
c
Number of individuals used in analyses of the Major Histocompatibility Complex
d
Number of individuals used in microsatellite analyses
e
Island area reported in hectares
f
Island age refers to how many thousands of years ago the land bridge to the nearest largest
land mass submerged
g
Distance refers to the distance of each island to the nearest largest land mass
b

forward and reverse primers (PodEx2F1 5’-TCCTGTTCCAGTCGAAGGG-3’ and PodEx2R1
5’- CCGGGACTGRGMGAAGGG-3’) were then designed from these cDNA sequences to
amplify a 225 bp fragment of exon 2 encompassing the presumed peptide binding region (PBR).
Analysis of MHC variation
MHC class II sequencing was carried out using a 454 sequencing approach similar to that
described by Babik et al., (2009). Sequences with incomplete barcodes, imperfect primer
matches, or those not of the expected length (i.e. 223 +/- 3bp) were first removed from the
dataset. Sequences with indels that did not differ by multiples of three were also discarded as
they would result in frameshifts in the amino acid sequence. We then genotyped individuals
based on the Degree of Change (DOC) in cumulative read depth within each amplicon to
estimate the number of alleles per individual (Ai; Lighten et al., 2014a). For a more detailed
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Distance
(Km)g
6.88
0.05
0.10
8.93
0.40
0.55
5.36
4.46
0.35
5.35
4.20
1.05
0
0.63

explanation of this method see Lighten et al. (2014 a, b) and Supplementary Methods. We used
Ai as a simple proxy for individual heterozygosity as described in Miller et al. (2010), because
we were unable to assign MHC alleles to specific loci when using co-amplifying primers.
Allelic richness (ARMHC) was calculated through a rarefaction algorithm implemented in
CONTRIB v.1.02 (Petit et al., 1998). The number of private alleles restricted to one population
(P) was also recorded. ARLEQUIN v.3.1 (Excoffier et al., 2005) was used to estimate the theta
(θ) parameter based on the average number of nucleotide differences between sites (θπ) or the
number of segregating sites (θk) within each population. Pairwise FST values were calculated in
ARLEQUIN by entering the number of individuals with a given allele in each population as
haplotype data (following Miller et al., 2010). A Mantel test was used to test for isolation by
distance where Euclidian distances between islands were measured in Google EARTH
v.7.0.3.8542 using the geographic center of each island as a reference point. An Analysis of
Molecular Variance (AMOVA) was also carried out in ARLEQUIN to assess the percentage of
overall variance attributable to among-fragmentation groups and among and within island
populations respectively. Pie charts depicting the frequencies of each MHC allele were mapped
using QGIS 2.4.0 (QGIS Development Team http://qgis.osgeo.org). Signatures of selection
and/or demographic change were assessed in each population using the Tajima’s D (Tajima
1989) and Fu’s F (Fu & Li 1993) statistic as implemented in ARLEQUIN. The significance of
these statistics was calculated using 1000 coalescent simulations of the data. We also assessed
the significance of Tajima’s D within each population using a sliding window approach
implemented in the program DNAsp (Librado & Rozas 2009) using a three base pair window
and a three base pair step. This sliding window approach was also used to identify specific
residues displaying significant Tajima’s D values. A Student’s t-test was used to assess whether
there were significant differences in levels of MHC variability between islands exhibiting a
signature of balancing selection relative to those that did not. Finally, we searched for evidence
of micro-recombination between alleles using the methods implemented in the RDP 3.44
platform (Martin et al., 2010). Aligned sequences were scanned for evidence of recombination
using a 30 base pair window and a step size of three for the following analyses: RDP,
BOOTSCAN, SISCAN, PHYLPRO, TOPAL, and a window of ten segregating sites for
MAXCHI and CHIMAERA. For GENECOV, only sequence triplets were scanned. Effective
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population size of each island population was estimated using the three single sample methods
implemented in NeESTIMATOR (Waples et al., 2014).
Comparison of mitochondrial, microsatellite and MHC variability
To compare estimates of MHC variability with those of neutral markers, we used the
mitochondrial and microsatellite dataset of Hurston et al., (2009). This dataset is based on a 447
base fragment of the cytochrome b gene and five microsatellite loci sampled from the same 15
island lizard populations examined in the present study. Microsatellite allelic richness was
calculated using the rarefaction method implemented in HPRAR v.1.1 (Kalinowski 2005).
Pairwise FST values were similarly estimated for microsatellite data using ARLEQUIN and a
Mantel test was conducted to test for isolation by distance. AMOVA analyses were carried out on
mitochondrial and microsatellite data in order to provide a neutral estimate of population
structure.
To quantify the amount of contemporary gene flow between islands, we estimated the
proportion of contemporary migrants between populations using a Bayesian approach
implemented in the program BAYESASS v 1.3 (Wilson & Rannala 2003). The MCMC chain
was run for a length of 2 x 106 steps, a sampling interval of a 2000 steps, and the first 25% of
samples were discarded as burn-in. We set the migration mixing parameter to 0.1, the allelic
frequency mixing parameter to 0.4 and the inbreeding coefficient mixing parameter to 0.75,
leading to an acceptance rate of approximately 0.3 which is well within the recommended range
(Wilson & Rannala 2003).
Effect of island area, age and isolation on microsatellite and MHC variation
Bivariate and multiple regression analyses were carried out to assess the relationship between
island area, age, isolation and their interactions with one another on microsatellite and MHC
diversity. Generally, age denotes the duration of the population bottleneck that each island lizard
population has experienced. In most cases, this simply reflects the duration of an island’s
separation from its ancestral landmass. However Naxos represents the largest remaining land
fragment (>20 times larger than the next smallest island) with populations of P. erhardii likely
numbering in the hundreds of thousands. It is hence extremely unlikely that P. erhardii could
have experienced a population bottleneck on this island, and it was therefore given an age of
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zero. Measures of microsatellite diversity comprise: average expected heterozygosity (He) and
allelic richness (ARmsat). For MHC data these comprise Ai, ARMHC and molecular diversity
estimates θπ and θk and P.
Prior to model testing, we carried out a Spearman rank correlation test between island
variables in order to assess whether any of them were significantly correlated with one another.
As distance was significantly correlated with the square-root of island age (rho = 0.594, p < 0.05)
we removed it from all models to avoid effects of collinearity. We also mean-centered the
interaction term between age and area because of the significant correlation between log
area*Age and age (rho = 9096.4, p < 0.001). The interaction term was important to include as the
effects of island area may be contingent on island age. Of the explanatory variables examined,
only island area was not normally distributed and was therefore log transformed (Vittinghoff et
al., 2011). We tested for linearity by plotting the residuals of the regression analysis against their
predicted values. We tested for evidence of significant outliers in the regression analyses using
Cook’s Distance measure (Cook 1977). For each response variable, we conducted multiple
regression analysis on saturated models, and removed explanatory variables and their interaction
terms one at a time until the best fitted model was determined via the Akaike Information
Criteria (AIC). Findings from these regression models were compared to a best subset regression
analysis. Since each explanatory variable was used in multiple models, we also used the Holm
(Holm, 1979) correction for multiple hypothesis testing. Unless otherwise noted, all statistical
analyses were conducted in R v.2.13.1 (R Core Development Team, 2015).
MHC phylogeny
MHC class II alleles were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm in MEGA 6 (Tamura et al.
2007). The substitution model that best fit the data was determined using J-MODEL TEST 2.1.3
(Darriba et al., 2012). Gene trees were estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) performed in
ClustalX (Thompson et al., 1997). The Bayesian analysis was run in MrBayes v.3.2.1 (Ronquist
& Huelsenbeck 2003) using Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
and an GTR + Γ + I substitution model as determined in J-MODEL TEST (Darriba et al., 2012).
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Results
Patterns of MHC variability
Thirteen distinct MHC class II sequences of 539 bp in length were amplified from P. erhardii
cDNA using previously described degenerate primers (Miller et al., 2005). Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST; Altschul et al., 1990) surveys of the NCBI database showed
that all of these sequences had the highest nucleotide and amino acid identity to other reptile
MHC class II - β sequences. As predicted, all sequences span exons 2 and 3 of the reptilian MHC
class II - β gene. None of the translated sequences revealed any evidence of frameshifts or stop
codons (Supplementary Figure S-01).
Table 2. Summary of microsatellite and MHC variability in Podarcis erhardii populations
sampled from the 14 islands in the present study.
Island Code
AK
AN
DA
KE
MP
GL
IR
KO
MA
SK
KP
MK
NX
OV

Hea
0.58
0.4
0.61
0.61
0.39
0.64
0.77
0.58
0.58
0.75
0.51
0.60
0.77
0.55

ARmsatb
2.72
1.94
2.76
2.98
1.81
2.78
3.51
2.58
2.45
3.33
2.26
2.74
3.59
2.56

Aic
1.00
1.00
1.58
1.23
1.24
1.21
1.23
1.20
1.00
1.13
1.15
1.25
1.35
1.13

ARMHCd
2.05
1.15
3.12
2.32
1.43
1.70
2.67
3.05
0.31
2.68
1.57
1.33
2.53
1.96

a

Θπe
11.18
9.94
13.33
15.56
7.67
8.54
10.53
14.67
2.25
10.85
18.29
11.95
15.16
10.46

Θkf
1.96
1.57
8.17
4.18
1.86
2.30
4.18
8.47
2.20
2.73
2.20
2.20
3.92
1.32

Ag
4
4
13
7
5
6
7
10
2
6
5
5
8
4

Ph
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
6
3
2
1
0
2
0

Average expected microsatellite heterozygosity
Rarefacted estimates of microsatellite allelic richness averaged across loci
c
Average number of MHC alleles per individual (proxy for heterozygosity)
d
Rarefacted estimates of MHC allelic richness averaged across loci
e
Estimates of theta based on the mean number of pairwise differences
f
Estimates of theta based on the number of segregating sites
g
Number of MHC alleles in each population
h
Number of private MHC alleles in each population
I
Number of individuals with more than two MHC alleles
b
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>2i
0
0
5
3
3
2
3
3
0
2
1
2
3
2

Of the 300 individuals amplified using the species-specific PodEx2F1/R1 MID-primer
combination, 89 samples failed to amplify and were subsequently dropped from sequence
analysis. Although 15 islands were included in the original sampling design and 454 MHC
sequencing, only three individuals from Agrilou (AG) amplified. As a result, we dropped this
island from further analyses, leaving a total of 208 individuals sampled from 14 island
populations for MHC analyses. Following 454 sequencing, sequence variants with incomplete
barcodes were removed, yielding 538 sequence variants. After applying the DOC approach, 39
MHC alleles were retained. All of these alleles were 223 bp in length and translated into 37
unique amino acid sequences (Supplementary Figure S-02). Ai did not show any significant
association with the number of reads per amplicon (Supplementary Figure S-03; range = 1 –
1501, average = 265), indicating that coverage within amplicons was of sufficient depth to
adequately estimate the number of alleles per amplicon.
Across populations, average Ai ranged from 1.00 – 1.58, and ARMHC from 0.31 – 3.12
(Table 2). Of the 208 genotyped individuals, 180 (86.5%) possessed one allele, 20 (9.6%)
possessed two alleles, four (1.9%) possessed three alleles, three (1.4%) possessed four alleles
and one individual (0.5%) possessed five alleles (Figure 3 a). Five out of 14 island populations
contained at least one individual with more than two MHC alleles. However, there was no
obvious pattern in the proportion of individuals with different Ai values across islands (Figure 3 b
– k).
Both measures of MHC variability (Ai and ARMHC) were positively correlated with one
another (R2 = 0.36, p < 0.05; Supplementary Table S-01). ARMHC was also positively correlated
with ARmsat (R2 = 0.34, p < 0.05) and He (R2 = 0.29, p < 0.05). However, there was no significant
association between He and Ai. Both θπ (2.25 – 18.29) and θK (1.32 – 8.47) ranged widely across
island populations but showed no correlation with one another. In contrast, Ai and ARMHC were
positively correlated with θK (R2 = 0.42, p < 0.05; R2 = 0.54, p < 0.05), but only ARMHC showed a
positive correlation with θπ (R2 = 0.35, p < 0.05). There was no significant correlation between
the number of individuals sequenced within each island (NMHC) and either ARMHC or P, indicating
that the sample sizes within islands were sufficient to give an unbiased estimate MHC diversity.
An examination of the distribution of MHC alleles by island provides evidence of
substantial inter-island differentiation (Figure 2). Of the 39 unique MHC alleles, 22 were
restricted to single islands (private alleles). Only one allele (Poer-DAB*267) was found in all
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four island groups and none
were found on every island.
The remaining alleles were
generally spread across two
or more fragmentation
groups although one (PoerDAB*43) was restricted to
islands within the Naxos
group. The majority (84%)
of pairwise genetic distances
(FST) between islands were
also significant, reflecting
substantial genetic MHC and
microsatellite differentiation
between islands. However,
Mantel tests did not detect
any evidence of a significant
isolation by distance effect
(F1,89 = 0.96, df = 2, p =
0.33).
Although an initial
analysis of Tajima’s D on

Figure 3. Frequency distributions of alleles per individual (Ai) estimates
for each island population of Podarcis erhardii.

the full dataset found no
evidence of selection in the 14
islands surveyed, a sliding window approach identified six populations (Daskalio (DA), Keros
(KE), Koufonnissi (KO), Naxos (NX), Ovriokastro (OV), and Schoinoussa (SK)) with a
significantly positive Tajima’s D statistic (D = 2.37 – 3.32, p < 0.05), consistent with a pattern of
balancing selection and/or past bottleneck (Figure S-04). Amino acid residues exhibiting
signatures of selection were all found within the PBR (Miller et al., 2005) (Figure S-05). Islands
with signatures of balancing selection had significantly greater ARMHC (t = 3.37, df = 12, p <
0.05) than islands that did not. In contrast there were no significant differences in Ai (t = 1.76, df
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= 12, p > 0.05). Unfortunately, the limited number of microsatellite loci precluded any reliable
estimate of Ne since the upper bound of the 95% confidence intervals for each estimate was
nearly always infinity.
In general, we found little evidence for recombination between alleles. Only one
significant recombination event was detected in the program MaxChi between sequences PoerDAB*50, Poer-DAB*480, and Poer-DAB*369 (p = 0.047). However parental relationships
between these alleles was unclear. Phylogenetic analysis provide strong support for the
monophyly of P. erhardii MHC alleles relative to other published squamate reptile MHC class II
β -1 subunit sequences (Miller et al. 2006; Glaberman et al 2008). Although the phylogeny
revealed four distinct clusters of alleles, support for all but one of these clades was weak (< 50%;
Figure 4).
Comparison of mitochondrial, microsatellite and MHC variability
AMOVA analyses revealed that
much of the covariance in the
mitochondrial data (79.89%) is
structured by island
fragmentation group (Table 3).
In contrast, most of the covariance in microsatellite and
MHC datasets is found within
populations (islands) (70.78%
and 68.78% respectively).
However, both microsatellite and
MHC marker sets exhibit a
significant among-population
(island) differentiation
component that exceeds the
magnitude observed in the

Table 3. An analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) of Aegean
island populations of P. erhardii based on mitochondrial,
microsatellite and MHC variation.
AMOVA
percentage
df
SS
covariance p - value
Mitochondrial DNA
Among Groups
4
218.2
79.89
<0.001
Among Pops.
12
25.2
8.26
<0.001
Within Pops.
159
40.6
11.89
<0.001
Total
175
284
Microsatellite
Among Groups
Among Pops.
Within Pops.
Total

3
12
732
809

71.74
341.08
984.9
1515.96

-1.25
30.47
70.78

0.63
<0.001
<0.001

MHC
Among Groups
Among Pops.
Within Pops.
Total

3
10
235
248

169.63
497.35
1357.67
2024.64

2.26
28.96
68.78

0.24
<0.001
<0.001

mitochondrial dataset. The among-population component observed for the microsatellite data
was comparable to that observed for the MHC (30.47% vs. 28.96%) and reflect the overall
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distribution of pairwise MHC and microsatellite FST values between islands (Figure S-06).
BAYESASS analyses indicated little to no contemporary gene flow between all pairs of
populations (islands).

Figure 4. Phylogeny of major histocompatibility complex class II β (exon 2) in Podarcis erhardii and
related taxa. The numbers at each node represent posterior probability support, and branch lengths are
proportional to number of base pair substitutions.

Effects of island area and age on microsatellite and MHC variation
Results from stepwise removal of variables from a fully saturated model agreed highly with
models identified using a best subset regression analysis. Both bivariate and multiple regression
analyses suggest that island area and age has shaped patterns of genetic variability. Microsatellite
heterozygosity (He; p < 0.05; AIC = -25.33) and allelic richness (ARmsat; p < 0.01; AIC = 12.98)
increased significantly with island area (Figures 5, 6; Tables 4 and S-02) but showed no
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relationship to age. In contrast, Ai was negatively associated with island age (p < 0.05; AIC =
18.51) but showed no relationship to island area. ARMHC was also negatively associated with age
(p < 0.05) and positively related to area (p < 0.05). This model also included a significant
interaction between age and area (p < 0.05; AIC = 25.33). Genetic distance as measured by
segregating sites (θk) increased with island size (p < 0.05; AIC = 62.38) and the interaction of
age and area. After applying the Holm multiple hypothesis correction, neither θπ nor P showed
any significant association with either island area or age or their interaction with one another.
Two islands (NX, DA) were detected as potential outliers owing to their relatively high values of
MHC variation. When Naxos and Daskalio were removed from the analysis, we found that the
decline in Ai with island age, and the increase in θk were no longer significant. While ARMHC
was still positively associated with area, neither age or the area*age interaction term remained
significant.

Figure 5. Regression of either island age or area against MHC and microsatellite variability. a)
Island age versus Ai (p = 0.0058, R2 = 0.44) and He (p = 0.003, R2 = 0.50). b) The log of island
area versus ARmsat and ARMHC (p = 0.039, R2 = 0.25), and ARmsat (p = 0.0016 , R2 = 0.54). c) Island
age versus Ai (p = 0.39, R2 = -0.015) and He (p = 0.31, R2 = 0.01). d) The log of island area versus
ARMHC. (p = 0.903, R2 = -0.082) ARmsat (p = 0.62, R2 = -0.06). Regression lines for MHC are
shown with a solid line and for microsatellite variation with a dotted line. Thickened lines indicate
a significant relationship.
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of Podarcis erhardii microsatellite and MHC variation in relation to island age
and log Area. a) Ai (Ai x Age R2 = -0.483; Ai x Log area R2 = 0.001). b) ARMHC (ARMHC x Age R2 = 0.063; ARMHC x Log area = 0.308). c) He (He x Age R2 = -0.143; He x Log area R2 = 0.481). d) ARmsat x
Log area = 0.624; ARmsat x Age R2 = -0.2932).

Discussion
Patterns of MHC variability
The present study reveals significant population genetic structuring of MHC variability in P.
erhardii island populations that is comparable to that of previous reports of other island reptile
populations (Miller et al., 2010). Although most individuals that we sampled appeared to have
only one or two alleles, we also detected eight individuals in four islands with three or more
alleles, indicating the presence of copy number variation, as has been reported elsewhere (Eimes
et al., 2011; Lighten et al., 2014a).
Although high-throughput sequencing can now capture sequence variation much more
efficiently than traditional PCR amplification and cloning methods (Zagalska-Neubauer et al.,
2010b), discriminating between alleles and artifacts remains a major challenge (Lighten et al.,
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2014a; b). The interpretation of MHC data and other gene families is made especially complex
by gene conversion events, PCR amplification bias, and sequence artifacts created through
template switching during the PCR reaction (Saiki 1989; Paabo et al., 1990; Bradley & Hillis
1997; Cummings et al., 2010; Sommer et al., 2013). To tackle these challenges, the present study
Table 4. Multiple regression analysis of the effects of island age and area on
MHC and microsatellite variation in Podarcis erhardii. Models were explored
by step-wise removal of terms and selected by the lowest Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC).
Model
Est
Std Error
p
AIC
MHC
Ai
Age**
-3.50x10-5
8.70x10-6 2.00x10-3
Log Area: Age
8.40x10-6
4.80x10-6
0.11
Model
-18.51
ARMHC
Age*
Log Area**
Log Area:Age**
Model

-1.02x10-4
0.55
9.30x10-5

4.13x10-5
0.12
2.71x10-5

3.30 x10-2
1.10x10-3
6.60x10-2
25.33

Θk
Age.
Area*
Log Area: Age*

-3.30x10-4
1.06
2.70x10-4

1.60x10-4
0.45
1.00x10-4

5.90x10-2
4.20x10-2
2.60x10-2
62.38

Microsatellite
He
Age
Log Area**
Log Area:Age
Model
ARmsat
Age.
Log Area**
Log Area:Age
Model

-1.20x10-5
7.40x10-2
6.00x10-6

6.80x10-6
1.98x10-2
4.40x10-6

0.10
3.90x10-3
0.20
-25.33

-5.40x10-5
0.36
2.80x10-5

2.70x10-5
7.80x10-2
1.70x10-5

7.00x10-2
3.90x10-3
0.14
12.98
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capitalized on a relatively new method for quantifying variation in complex multigene families
like the MHC (Lighten et al., 2014a) and circumvents some of the problems posed by earlier
allele validation threshold methods (Babik et al., 2009; Zagalska-Neubauer et al., 2010b;
Nadachowska-Brzyska et al., 2012), leading to greater confidence in the number of alleles
detected.
Relative effects of selection, drift, migration and recombination on MHC variation
It is generally accepted that parasite-mediated selection is responsible for maintaining MHC
variability in host populations (Spurgin et al., 2011) and that this variability may be maintained
even in the face of severe population bottlenecks (Aguilar et al., 2004; van Oosterhout et al.,
2006; van Oosterhout 2009; Oliver & Piertney 2012; Newhouse & Balakrishnan 2015, but see
Miller et al., 2010; Eimes et al., 2011; Hoglund et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). However, other
studies have shown that MHC variation can decline dramatically in small populations (e.g.
Miller et al., 2010; Eimes et al., 2011; Hoglund et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016), underlining the
importance of drift in some systems. Ultimately, the relative impact of selection and drift on
MHC diversity will depend not only on the mode of parasite-mediated selection, but also on the
magnitude of gene flow and recombination.
In this study, we capitalized on the Cyclades island system to examine the relative impact
of all four evolutionary forces in a suite of island populations of P. erhardii subject to population
bottlenecks of differing magnitude and duration. Our first hypothesis posited that variability in
the MHC in island populations of P. erhardii was maintained through parasite-mediated selection
and that this variation would persist even in populations subject to severe population bottlenecks.
Alternatively, we hypothesized that drift was the predominant force and that neither selection,
migration or recombination was sufficient to overcome its cumulative effects. In keeping with
this second hypothesis we find that patterns of MHC variation appear to be largely governed by
drift. Furthermore, the lack of a significant effect of isolation by distance, negligible migration
and high proportion of private alleles suggest that gene flow between islands is negligible, as has
been suggested previously (Foufopoulos & Ives 1999). Furthermore, at least over the short MHC
sequences examined in the present study, recombination appeared to be largely absent.
Significantly positive values of Tajima’s D were observed on six of the 14 islands
examined in the present study, consistent with patterns expected under balancing selection.
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Although population bottlenecks can also yield a positive Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989), those
islands with significantly positive values were not those necessarily subject to the most severe
bottlenecks. However, MHC FST values were not lower than those of microsatellites, as might be
expected under a scenario of broad scale balancing selection (Rico et al., 2015), suggesting that
the effects of balancing selection in this system are weak. Equally, our data do not support a
scenario of spatially heterogeneous parasite-mediated selection since the among-population
component of MHC variability does exceed that of microsatellite data (cf. Loiseau et al., 2009).
Instead, findings from our study support a scenario where drift is the prevailing force (cf.
Runemark et al., 2010; 2012) and where selection, immigration and recombination make
relatively little contribution to overall patterns of contemporary MHC variability.
Effects of island area and age
Consistent with the effects of drift, regression analyses presented here also demonstrate that
microsatellite heterozygosity (He), microsatellite allelic richness (ARmsat,) and MHC allelic
richness ( ARMHC) are all positively related to island area, supporting the hypothesis that smaller
islands have lost both neutral and MHC variation through drift. MHC variability (Ai and ARMHC)
was also found to decline significantly with island age. Although this decline could be simply
due to the cumulative effects of drift, we cannot rule out the possibility that lizards on older
islands have lower copy numbers. The decline in MHC variation could also be due to relaxed
balancing selection in which parasite-mediated selection declines over time (Lahti et al., 2009).
Under this model, we would expect to find signatures of balancing selection in younger islands
but not in older islands. Our data, however, do not appear to support this hypothesis as island
populations with significant signatures of selection span a range of different ages.
Although previous studies reported a negative relationship between ARmsat and island age
(Hurston et al., 2009), this effect disappeared when we corrected for sample size. Such an
apparent lack of effect of island age on microsatellite variability is consistent with the high
mutation rate at these loci (µ≈3×10-3 to 1×10-4/locus/generation; e.g. Hohoff et al., 2006; Tesson
et al., 2013), which is four to five orders of magnitude higher than that of genomic single
nucleotide polymorphic mutations. For each microsatellite locus, hundreds or perhaps even
thousands of new alleles will have been generated (and lost) in each population during the
20,000 years since the sea level rise that formed this population complex (Foufopoulos & Ives
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1999). The genetic diversity of these microsatellite loci is therefore in a mutation-drift balance
that long-since reached its equilibrium (Figure S-07), and which is determined by the effective
population size (and hence area of the island), as well as the mutation rate of the locus.
Consequently, island age no longer affects diversity at these loci. In contrast, the much slower
evolving MHC loci may not have yet reached their mutation-selection-drift equilibrium, which
could explain why we found a significant decline in MHC variation with island age.
Lastly, removal of two potential outliers (NX, DA) eliminated the effect of age on MHC
variability, indicating that the effective age on the MHC is highly dependent on these two
islands. Their relatively high levels of MHC variation could be due to a number of reasons.
Firstly, NX is an island that constitutes the largest remaining fragment of the ancestral land mass
that gave rise to the present island system. As such, this island has never undergone a historical
bottleneck and therefore may have simply retained greater levels of ancestral variation than other
islands in the system. Conversely, DA is a very young island that is separated by a short distance
from a much larger land mass (Antikeros) that could have served as a potential source of
migrants. Either way, one or both factors could potentially limit the effects of drift and explain
why this island displayed unexpectedly high levels of MHC variation.
Conclusions - In this study we capitalize on a suite of islands of known bottleneck history to
unravel the effects of drift, selection, migration and recombination on MHC variation in island
populations of Aegean wall lizard P. erhardii. We show that 454 sequencing, and use of a novel
dynamic threshold approach for assigning alleles, can be used to reliably quantify MHC
variability. Our findings show that MHC variation is determined largely by genetic drift despite
signatures of balancing selection in some islands. Furthermore, immigration and recombination
appear to have contributed very little to overall patterns of MHC diversity. Studies of MHC
variability in squamate reptiles have been limited to a handful of taxa so that the present study
adds substantially to our current knowledge of reptilian MHC. Future work should seek to tie
assays of MHC variation with parasite loads and physiological assays of immune function in
island populations subject to different bottleneck histories. Together this information will provide
greater insight into the relationship between pathogen pressure and variation at the MHC and
provide a means for directly assessing the functional consequences of losses in adaptive variation
in immunity loci on disease resistance.
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Supplementary Methods
Amplification of the MHC class II β– 1 subunit from P. erhardii cDNA
Total RNA was extracted from tissue obtained from the tail tip of an individual P. erhardii
collected from Naxos (Cyclades, Greece) using the RNEasy kit (Qiagen, CA). First and second
strand cDNA synthesis was carried out using the MINT cDNA kit (Evrogen, Russia). PCR
amplification was performed using degenerate primers MHC2Ex2F2 and MHC2Ex3R2 (Miller
et al., 2005) in 25 µL reactions under the following conditions: 15 - 30 ng cDNA, 1.5 mM
MgCl2, 200 µM each dNTP and 0.4 µM each primer, for 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 50°C for 20
s and 72°C for one minute. Target amplicons were cloned into a pCR2.1 vector using the TA
Cloning Kit (Invitrogen, NY), sequenced using the BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing kit
(version 3.1) and analyzed on an ABI 3100 automated sequencer.
MHC 454 sequencing and analysis
Individual MID barcodes of 10 bp in length were added to the forward species-specific
primer (PodEx2F1) and combined with a universal reverse PodEx2R1 primer for initial
amplification of 225 base pair fragment of exon 2. PCR amplification was performed in 50 µl
reactions using 50 - 100 ng genomic DNA, 1X buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 200 µM each dNTP, 0.2
µM each primer and 1.25 U of Taq polymerase (LifeTechnologies, Grand Island, NY). Cycle
parameters comprised an initial denaturation at 95°C for five minutes, followed by 35 cycles of
94°C for 15 s, 53°C for one minute and 72°C for 30 s with a final step of 72°C for ten minutes.
PCR products were purified using the Agencourt AMPure XP magnetic beads (Beckman-Coulter,
Brea, CA), quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thomson Scientific, Wilmington,
DE) and adjusted to approximately equimolar proportions prior to sequencing. In order to
minimize the number of barcodes needed for 300 individuals, we generated two pools of 150
primer sets and incorporated an additional 10 bp MID barcode for each pool during library
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preparation. These two tagged libraries were combined and sequenced on a GS FLX 454
sequencer (Roche 454 Life Sciences, Basel, Switzerland). A bioinformatics pipeline was
developed using a custom script in Python 2.7 (Python Software Foundation) to first segregate
sequences from the two libraries and parse them into individual sub-libraries based on the
incorporated MID sequences.
Justification for the DOC method
One difficulty in quantifying MHC variability using 454 data is separating true sequences
from artifacts generated through sequencing error, base mis-incorporation, PCR chimera
formation and cross-sample contamination (Zagalska-Neubauer et al., 2010a; Lighten et al.,
2014a; b). Although previous studies have used a threshold approach to separating true alleles
from artifacts (see Babik et al., 2009; Galan et al., 2010; Zagalska-Neubauer et al., 2010b;
Nadachowska-Brzyska et al., 2012; Sommer et al., 2013), such approaches can bias estimates of
MHC variation as they fail to take into account variability in read depth between individual
amplicons (Lighten et al., 2014b). In order to quantify MHC variability, we therefore employed
the Degree of Change (DOC) method developed by Lighten et al., (2014a; b) which makes use of
the rate of change in cumulative read depth within each amplicon to estimate the number of
alleles per individual (Ai).
Comparison of mitochondrial, microsatellite and MHC variability
Mitochondrial and microsatellite data analyzed in the present study were previously
published in Hurston et al. (2009). Although initially 27 microsatellite primer pairs from a range
of lacertid lizards were tested on P. erhardii, only 13 primer sets amplified PCR products of the
expected size (Hurston et al., 2009). Only six of these loci were found to be variable, one of
which failed to contain a microsatellite motif, leaving us with five microsatellite loci. Overall,
there were fifteen instances of significant deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, the vast
majority of which were found in a single locus T434. Of the islands included in this study, only
one (Andreas) exhibited significant signatures of linkage disequilibrium at more than one pair of
loci. Statistical analyses conducted with and without the T434 locus did not affect findings
reported in Hurston et al. (2009) so we chose to retain this locus in the present study.
MHC phylogeny estimation
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The run consisted of four chains, one of which was the ‘cold’ chain and three of which
were heated according to the default heating method parameters of MrBayes (Ronquist &
Huelsenbeck 2003). Each chain was run for nine million generations initiated from a random
starting tree and sampled every 500 generations for a total of 18,001 tree samples per run. After
nine million runs, the standard deviation of split frequencies between simultaneous runs was less
than 0.01. Sampled genealogies from each run were combined in Logcombiner (Rambaut &
Drummond 2015) for a total of 36,002 sampled genealogies. Tree Annotator (Rambaut &
Drummond 2013) was used to summarize the trees into a single maximum clade credibility tree.
The dendrogram was visualized in FigTree v.1.3.1 (Rambaut 2009).
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Supplementary Figure S-01. Nucleotide alignment of all 39 Podarcis erhardii MHC alleles typed in the present study.
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GAGTGCCACTTCTTCAACGGGACGCAGCGGATCCGCCTCCTAATTAGGTACTTCTACGACCGGCAGGAGGTCGACTACTTCGACAGCGACCGAGGGAAGTTCGTGGC
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.G..........C..CTC..............C.........G.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
A......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.TT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TC.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........G.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.TA....GT...GC.G....TC.G..........C..TTC..............C.........G.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....T.......A........A...G.CT....AT...GT.C....AC.A..........G..GAC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TC.G..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.T....TT.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....T.......A........A...G.CT....AT...GT.C....AC.A..........G..GAC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TA....GA...GC.C....TC.G..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TA....GA...GC.C....TC.G..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............G.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TC.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......G........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...A.TA....GA...AT.C....TC.G..........C..TAT..............C.........G.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.TA....GT...GC.G....TC.G..........C..TTC..............C.........G.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TC.A..........C..GCC..............C.........T.......
G......A.....C.......A........G...G.CT....CA...TT.C....TT.A..........C..CTC..............C.........T.......
G......G.....C.......A........A...G.TT....AA...AT.C....TC.A..........C..TCC..............C.........T.......
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GGTGGCTGAAATAATGGAGTCCGACGTCAAGAGCTGGAACCAGGACAAGGAGCGCCTGCAGACCGCGATGGCCGATGTGGATCGCTTCTGCCGCCACAACTATGGGATCTACGAG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.G..AGA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GCC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GCAACTGG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GCAACTGG.T.G..GAC......TC..T.T.C.GGA..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.A..AGA.................CCT.....GGAGCGCG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GCA.T.A..AGA.................CGC.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.G..AGA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGA..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.G..AGA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GCC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.A..AGA.................CCT.....GGAGCGCG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAC......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
G.....T...A.AAT....T..GAC.T.A..AGA.................GCG.....AGACCGCG.T.G..GAT......CG..T.T.C.GCC..A..T.TGGGAT.TACGAG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGA..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GCAACTGG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
G.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GCAACTGG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GCAACTGG.T.G..GAC......TC..T.T.C.GGA..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.CACGCG
G.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
G.....T...A.AAT....T..GGC.T.A..AGC.................GCG.....AGACCGCG.T.G..GAT......CG..T.T.C.GCC..A..T.TGGGAT.TACGAG
G.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..AGA.................CGT.....GGGGTGTG.T.T..AAC......TC..T.T.C.GGA..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
G.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..AGA.................CGT.....GGGGTGTG.T.T..AAC......CG..T.T.C.GGA..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GCAACTGG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..AGA.................CCT.....GGAGCGAG.A.G..GCG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGGG.ATCGAG
G.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....T...C.GGC....C..GAC.T.A..AGA.................CAT.....GGGGCGAG.T.G..GCC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGGG.TTCGAG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..AAC......AT..G.C.G.ACA..T..G.GATCCA.GCG--T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
T.....G...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.A..AGA.................CCT.....GGAGCGCG.T.G..GAC......GT..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGGT.CTCGAT
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.T.G..AGA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..AGA.................CAT.....GGAGCGAG.A.G..GCG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGGG.ATCGAG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..ATA.T.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGGAAG.A.G..GAG......TC..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGGGAT.CACGCG
T.....T...C.GGG....C..GAC.C.A..GCA.................CAT.....GGAGAAAC.T.G..GAC......CG..T.T.C.GGC..A..T.CGAGAT.GACGCG
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Supplementary Figure S-02. Amino acid alignment of MHC alleles identified by 454 sequencing of Aegean island
populations of Podarcis erhardii.
43
50
58
61
98
130
144
158
210
213
217
232
233
237
261
263
267
269
289
296
308
320
330
363
366
369
381
389
412
416
436
460
469
470
473
480
487
500
515

ECHFFNGTQRIRLLIRYFYDRQEVDYFDSDRGKFVAVAEIMESDVKSWNQDKERLQTAMADVDRFCRHNYGIYE
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FG...LL....D...V.....LG.PDVER.....DI.RRKKAA..VFCRHNYEIHA
E.H.S..T..VRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIDA
K.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RNWMAD..VFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..VRF.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RNWMAD..SFCRNNYGVLD
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIDA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...V.....LG.PDVKR.....DL.RSAMAD..VFCRHNYGVLD
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PAVKR.....DA.RRNMAD..VFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDVER.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRNNYEIDA
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDVER.....DI.RRKKAA..VFCRHNYEIHA
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIDA
E.H.S..T..VRY.VRQ.FG...LF....D...V.....LG.PDVKR.....DL.RSAMAD..VFCRHNYGVLD*
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAD..SFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.F..T..IRL.IRY.YD...VD....D...F.....IM.SDVKR.....ER.QTAMAD..RFCRHNYGIYE
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRNNYEIDA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RNWMAD..VFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA**
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FG...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RNWMAD..VFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RNWMAD..SFCRNNYGVLD
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIHA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA**
E.H.F..T..IRL.IRY.YD...VD....D...F.....IM.SGVKS.....ER.QTAMAD..RFCRHNYGIYE
E.H.S..T..IRY.DRH.FG...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKR.....DV.RGVMSN..SFCRNNYGVLD
E.H.S..T..IRY.DRH.FG...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKR.....DV.RGVMSN..RFCRNNYGVLD
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....E...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RNWMAD..VFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKR.....DL.RSEKAA..SFCRHNYGGIE
E.H.S..A..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIDA
E.H.S..T..VHY.DRY.FG...LY....D...V.....LA.PDVKR.....DI.RGEMAA..VFCRHNYGGFE
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIHA
E.H.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAN..ICRHNYEIHAE.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA**
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIDA
E.H.S..T..VRY.VRQ.FG...LF....D...V.....LG.PDVKR.....DL.RSAMAD..VFCRHNYGVLD*
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PDVER.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LA....D...F.....LG.PIVKR.....DI.RSEKAA..SFCRHNYGGIE
E.H.S..T..VRL.HSY.FD...LL....D...F.....LG.PIVKA.....DI.RRKKAE..SFCRHNYGIHA
E.R.S..T..IRF.NRY.FD...LS....D...F.....LG.PDAKA.....DI.RRNMAD..RFCRHNYEIDA

* Asterisks denote identical amino acid sequences.
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Supplementary Figure S-03. Average number of MHC alleles per individual (Ai) plotted against
sequencing read depth (R2 = 0.001).

Supplementary figure S-04. Plot of Tajima’s D statistic in relation to nucleotide position within the
putative binding site of the Podarcis erhardii MHC using a sliding window of three base pairs. The
locations in the alignment where significant positive Tajima’s D statistics were observed are indicated
with a bar above the graph.
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Supplementary Figure S-05. MHC sequences derived from the cDNA from a single Podarcis erhardii
sample. The top block encompasses the β – 1 region within exon 2 and contains the putative peptide
binding region. The underlined amino acids correspond to the nucleotide locations of the primers used for
454 sequencing. The lower block is part of exon 3 containing the β – 2 region.
Podarcis erhardii
Sphenodon spp.
Amblyrhynchus cristatus

????????LFQSKGECHFSNGTQ-------RIRFLNRYFFDRQELSYFDSDRGKFVAVAELGEPDVERWNQDKDILRRNMADVDRFCRNNYEIDAPFAQSRR
????????.L.W.FQ.LYT..MG-------.....Y.CYWG...FVR......L.EP.T...R..A.G..RQPET.QYYR.ALE...PH..GVIES.TVQ.C
GAEPPEHF.I...Y..SLTAAAAGSRPEDVEV..VH.FIY..E..AR...A..EYE...A.....ARY..GQ.EV.D.RR.E..A...H..GVYE...RK.L

Podarcis erhardii
Sphenodon spp.
Amblyrhynchus cristatus

VQPKVKITPTDNVESSPHNTLLICTVNRFFPAGIEIKWLRNGEEE-PKAWTTDLIRNGDWTFHIEVMLETKPERGDVYT
.E.R...S..Q-LD.LH.P...V.S.TG.Y..E.....F...Q..TAG.VS.E.LQ......Q.L.....A.R......
....L..SA.E-HD..SQ......N.A..W..E.....F...K..-EDVM..S.........Q.Q........K.....
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Chapter 3

Spacio-Temporal Variation of Toll Like Receptors in response to fluctuating Plasmodium
infection rates in Anolis sabanus

Figure 1. Anolis sabanus in typical habitat on Saba Island,
Netherlands
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Abstract
Parasite mediated selection has been shown to play a major role in maintaining variation in the
major histocompatibility complex (MHC). However, little is known about effects of selection on
innate immunity genes, especially in reptiles. The reptile Anolis sabanus is endemic to Saba
island in the Lesser Antilles island chain. Saba is a single peak of a dormant volcano which
presents complex micro-climates and habitat types on different mountain faces and at varying
latitudes. Anolis sabanus is host to three Plasmodium species, and the infection rates across the
island have changed significantly from 2004 - 2014, providing the opportunity to investigate the
role that fluctuating selection may have played in maintaining immunogenetic variation in this
host species. Here, we developed primers for amplification of a suite of loci in two important
innate immunity gene families: the beta-defensins (BD) and toll-like receptors (TLR). Blood
samples from 145 individuals chosen from three habitat types, and from 2004 and 2014 sampling
events, were PCR screened for the presence of Plasmodium. These individuals were then
genotyped at ten microsatellite loci, to assess levels of neutral genetic variation and patterns of
spatio-temporal population differentiation. Three TLR genes (TLR 4, 6, 13) were sequenced to
assess whether fluctuations in parasite prevalence led to shifts in frequencies of these innate
immunity loci. Plasmodium infection rate increased over the ten-year span from 2004 – 2014
from approximately 9% to an average of 47%. Microsatellite data revealed little genetic
differentiation between sites and sampling periods, although Sulphur Mine, an area characterized
by herbaceous rangeland was significantly differentiated from the two other forested sites. We
found no variation in TLR 13 and little variability in TLR 4 or 6. Although we identified three
TLR 4 and five TLR 6 haplotypes, haplotype variation was low. There was no evident effect of
sex, microsatellite heterozygosity, or TLR heterozygosity on infection status. Finally, we report
the sequences for nine sets of A. sabanus specific TLR primers, and two sets of beta-defensin
primers that could be used in future studies of innate immunity in reptiles.
Key words: TLR, BD, innate immunity, Anolis sabanus, Plasmodium
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Introduction
Numerous studies have shown that genetic variation in immunity loci such as the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) can be maintained through one or more forms of parasitemediated balancing selection (Aguilar et al., 2004; Charbonnel and Pemberon, 2005; Eizaguirre
et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2012; Oliver and Piertney, 2012; van Oosterhout et al., 2006).
However, the role that temporal and spatial fluctuation in selection could also play in
maintaining variation has received relatively little attention. Fluctuating selection is of particular
interest to evolutionary biologists because under such a model, shifting parasite-mediated
selection across space and/or time may lead to greater immunogenetic variability in the host, thus
providing them with a greater range of options with which to resist infection (Sarkar, 1991;
Bérénos et al. 2011). One of the key assumptions of this hypothesis is that fluctuation in parasite
pressure is maintained through changes in either biotic or abiotic environmental conditions
(Spurgin and Richardson, 2010). However, testing this hypothesis is challenging in natural
systems without knowledge of both the spatio-temporal dynamics of the parasite and
concomitant variation in key immunity genes in the host (e.g. Osborne et al. 2017).
Genes involved in both adaptive and innate immunity are ideal candidates for exploring
the impact of fluctuating selection as they both play fundamental roles in mediating disease
resistance. One of the most well studied adaptive immunity markers in vertebrates are loci within
the MHC. Previous work has demonstrated that the peptide binding regions within MHC class I
and II loci may be important targets of parasite-mediated selection (Dheilly, 2015; Perez-Jvostov
et al., 2016; Pederson et al., 2011). Due to extensive host-parasite interactions, the MHC region
has evolved to be one of the most gene-dense and polymorphic genomic regions in jawed
vertebrates (Kelly et al., 2005; Flajnik et al., 2010).
In contrast to the impressive amount of work on the MHC, few studies have focused on
the effect of parasite-mediated selection on innate immunity markers (Tschirren et al., 2011;
Grueber et al., 2014; Darfour-Oduro et al., 2016; Schmitt et al., 2018). Innate immunity genes
play a critical role in defeating pathogens and can act as the first line of defense while the
adaptive immunity system mounts an effective response. Innate immunity relies on pattern
recognition receptors (PRR) which detect a variety of conserved proteins that exhibit pathogenassociated molecular patterns (PAMPs) integral to the function of the invading cells (Kawai and
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Akira, 2010). Genes that take advantage of this PRR system include the defensins and the tolllike receptors (TLR).
Three different forms of defensins (α, β, θ) have been identified based on secondary
protein structure (Ganz et al., 2003). Of these, β defensins (BDs) encode a diverse array of
antimicrobial peptides and represent an important component of animal and plant innate
immunity. These peptides provide protection against a range of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and
protozoans and disable microbial pathogens by disrupting membrane properties (Kagan et al.,
2003). All BDs possess a characteristic motif of six cysteine residues with the following
structure: C(6x)C(4x)C(5-8x)C(5-6x)CC where x are variable amino acids. The six-cysteine
motif associate to form three disulfide bridges in the mature polypeptide (Ganz, 2003). A recent
survey of BD gene diversity across 29 different vertebrates found that the number of identifiable
loci vary considerably between species (Tu et al., 2015). Several studies have found evidence of
selection on coding regions in this gene family, suggesting that evolution at these sites could be
in response to pathogen pressure (Semple et al., 2006; Armstrong 2018; Tang et al., 2017). For
example, BDs have been shown to inhibit growth of the malaria parasite (Plasmodium spp.) in
infected human red blood cells (Terkawi et al., 2017), and to play an important role in woundhealing and tail regeneration in lizards (Dalla Valle, 2011).
Toll-like receptors are trans-membrane proteins comprised of an external domain
featuring multiple PRRs and an internal toll-interleukin-1 receptor (TIR). The extracellular PRRs
are characterized by regions of leucine-rich repeats (LRR) which in turn have two characteristic
amino acid motifs: a conserved segment, and a variable segment. Two versions of the conserved
segment have the following amino acid sequence: LxxLxLxxNxL and LxxLxLxxCxxL, where
‘L’ is Leu, Ile, Val, or Phe, ‘N’ is Asn, Thr, Ser, or Cys, and ‘C’ is Cys, Ser, or Asn (Kobe and
Kajava, 2001). This extracellular PRR region has a convex shape and can be comprised of up to
28 LRRs (Matsushima et al., 2007). The cytosolic TIR region is responsible for intracellular
transduction of the antigen binding signal (Bowie and O’Neill, 2005). The LRR regions have
been found to have higher variation and therefore higher rates of evolution than the TIR region in
a wide range of vertebrates (Mikami et al., 2012).
In TLRs, the LRR binds to the PAMP of an invading cell and triggers an internal
signaling cascade via the TIR. In response to this signal, the host cell produces inflammatory
cytokines such as interleukins (specifically IL-6) or tumor necrosis factors (TNF) which in turn,
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stimulate nearby host cells to contribute to the inflammatory response, or induce nearby antigen
presenting cells to upregulate cell surface signaling molecules to activate T-cells (Kaisho et al.,
2008). This inflammatory response also functions to recruit host macrophages to the area which
will kill the invader directly, while the activated T-cells can differentiate into T helper cells to
mount an adaptive response (Kaisho et al., 2008).
All bacterial and viral cells have characteristic molecular components that are integral to
their function; examples include lipopolysaccharides present on the cell membrane of gramnegative bacteria, or flagellin, which are proteins that make up the bacterial flagella (Delves and
Roitt, 2000). These structures have signature molecular patterns which innate immunity defenses
such as the TLRs recognize. Functional TLR loci fall into different families according to the
PAMPs they detect. For example, TLRs 1, 2, and 10 comprise a family that detect lipopeptides
and TLRs 7, 8, and 9 form a family that detect nucleic acid and heme motifs (Roach et al., 2005).
Specific members of the TLR gene families have been found to respond to different pathogens,
such as the activation of TLR 9 by the Plasmodium metabolite hemozoin (Coban et al., 2005),
TLR 2 by bacterial lipopolysaccharide (Kirschning et al., 1998), and TLR 5 by flagellin (GomezGomez and Boller, 2003). Due to the relatively conserved nature of these pathogen-associated
molecules, it has been assumed that the TLR domains involved in pathogen recognition should
show little variation. Investigators have begun to question this assumption and have found
evidence that TLR loci may exhibit variation at the population level as a result of parasitemediated selection (Wlasiuk et al., 2009; Tschirren, et al., 2011; Thomas, et al., 2012; Mukherjee
et al., 2009; Ferrer-Admetlla et al., 2008; Grueber et al., 2012).
Studies of immunogenetic variation in reptiles lags behind other vertebrate taxa (Ujvari et
a., 2011; Sutton et al., 2011), which is unfortunate considering the reptile immune system is
especially interesting given their self-healing and regenerative abilities. To date, a total of 32
BDs have been identified in the green anole A. carolinensis and at least one of these loci
(AcBD15) is upregulated following tail autotomy (Alibardi et al., 2012, Alibardi, 2013).
However, most research on reptile BD diversity has focused on its exaptation for venom
production (Fry et al., 2010; and Fry et al., 2009 for a literature review). Although reptile TLRs
have been largely understudied (Coscia et al., 2011), TLR activity has been demonstrated in a
variety of functional assays. For example, La Flamme et al., (2010) found evidence of several
TLRs in the tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus) by challenging individual animals with TLR 2, 3, 4,
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7/8 agonists. More recently, two studies have conducted functional assays of TLR 4 in softshelled turtles (Zhou et al., 2016) and TLR 5 in anoles (Voogt et al., 2016). Finally, Priyam et al.,
(2016) conducted one of the first efforts to characterize genetic variation of TLRs in reptile
populations with high throughput sequencing of splenic tissue in the wall lizard Hemidactylus
flaviviridis to identify TLR 3, 4, 5, and 7 loci as well as signatures of selection in the LRR region
of TLRs 3 and 4. However, most genetic research has been conducted in silica leveraging the
2010 assembly of the green anole genome (Coscia et al., 2011; Boyd et al., 2012).
Given the paucity of information on variation at innate immunity in wild reptiles, this
study set out to develop a suite of innate immunity markers that could be used in future studies to
examine how spatial and temporal fluctuations in a malaria parasite (Plasmodium spp,) impacts
immunogenetic variation in its lizard host, the Saban anole (Anolis sabanus; Figure 1 – title
page). This study capitalizes on a longitudinal sampling scheme of the spatio-temporal dynamics
of malarial parasite infection in A. sabanus, an anole endemic to the small island of Saba (5 km2)
in the Caribbean Lesser Antilles. The island is dominated by a single mountain that reaches 857
ft at its peak (Figure 2). The complex topography of this island has created a wide range of
microclimates shaped by variation in prevailing wind, sun, and rain exposure on different faces
of the mountain (de Freitas et al., 2016). The western side of the island is predominantly
deciduous forest and tends to experience a wetter climate, the mid-latitude southern face of the
mountain is a tropical rainforest, and the northeastern side of the island is home to herbaceous
rangeland (Stoffers 1956). A. sabanus can be found in every habitat type throughout the island
and is host to three species of malaria: P. axurophilum, P. floridense, and P. leucocytica (Perkins,
2000). The infection rate of malaria in this lizard is not uniform across the island. Lizard
infection rates in wetter habitats can double and even triple those observed in cooler, drier
habitats (Staats and Schall, 1996), suggesting that different environments may impose different
selection pressures (Staats and Schall, 1996). Temporal variation in parasite prevalence has also
been observed across the island. In the 2000s, for unknown reasons, Plasmodium spp. infection
was extirpated from most sites on the island except for the mid-latitude rainforests and deciduous
forests to the west where infection dropped to an average of 10%. Then in 2009, Plasmodium
infection rates in A. sabanus returned to historic levels (Perkins, unpublished). These fluctuating
patterns in parasite pressure across time and space, provide a unique opportunity to examine the
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role of fluctuating selection in maintaining variation in key innate immunity genes in A. sabanus
host populations.
The specific aims of this study are as follows: (1) To mine the existing A. carolinensis
genome for candidate genes belonging to TLR and BD innate immunity gene families; (2)
Develop primers that can cross-amplify the corresponding immunity markers in A. sabanus; (3)
Examine the extent to which these markers exhibit population-level variation in response to
differences in parasite prevalence between sites and time periods.
Materials and Methods
Sampling –
The sites selected for this study are representative of three contrasting habitat types that differ in
their history of Plasmodium infection (Staats and Schall, 1996; Figure 2). Lizards were captured
via slip noose and brought to the field station on Saba for processing overnight. A single distal
toe from the rear leg was clipped with sterile scissors to obtain blood for thin smears and DNA
extraction. The toe was sterilized with ethanol after clipping, and a drop of sterile glue was
applied to the wound to prevent infection and seal the nerve endings to reduce pain. Lizards were
returned to their place of capture within 24 hours. All animal handling procedures were carried
out according to an approved University of New Orleans IACUC protocol 14-001. Blood dots
were obtained from three populations over two sampling periods for a total of 70 lizards from
2004/2005 and 75 from 2014 (Figure 2).
Plasmodium screening –
Lizards were screened for the presence of Plasmodium spp. using a PCR diagnostic based on the
mitochondrial cytochrome b gene (Perkins and Schall, 2002). Genomic DNA was extracted from
blood dots using the DNeasy™ Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen, MD). DNA concentrations were
assessed using the NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific, DE) and were diluted to concentrations
between 10-100 ng/μl prior to polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification. PCR
amplifications were set up in 10 μl reactions using 3 μl Top Taq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen), 1 μl
CoralLoad concentrate, 0.01 μM of each primer (forward primer: 5’ GTT CGC CGG GGA TAA
CAG GTT ATA G 3’, reverse primer: 5’ ATA CAG TCC CAG CGA CAG CGG TTA T 3’), and a
minimum of 1 ng/ μl DNA under the following conditions: an initial denaturation at 94°C for 2
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Figure 2. Topographic map of Saba Island, home of the endemic Anolis sabanus. Sample corridors
conducted for this study are highlighted.
Inset table - Characteristics of each sampling corridor are presented: Habitat type, N = sample size and
infection rates (in parentheses) are given for each sample time and location.
Site
Habitat Type
2004/2005
2014
Crispeen
Rainforest
27 (6.7%)
25 (37.5%)
Sulphur Mine
Herbaceous rangeland, broadleaf forest
14 (0%*)
25 (28.6%)
Wells Bay Beach Road
Sandy, deciduous forest
29 (0%)
25 (58.6%)
Total N
70
75
9.50%
45%
Overall island infection rate
2.2%
41.6%
Sample infection rate

minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 90°C denaturation for 15 seconds, 56°C annealment for 15
seconds, 52°C annealment for 15 seconds, 68°C extension for 30 seconds, followed by a final
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extension for 1 minute. PCR products were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel for 30 minutes.
Samples were positive with the presence of a band at 600 bp.
Microsatellite genotyping Ten polymorphic microsatellite loci were selected from two existing panels (Stenson et
al., 2000; Wordley et al., 2011) and assembled into three PCR multiplexes (Table 1). Forward
primers were modified at the 5’ end with one of three different fluorophores (6-FAM, HEX and
TET; Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) and assembled into multiplexes of 3-4 loci
each. PCR reactions were carried out in a total volume of 10 μl using 5 µl 2X Multiplex PCR Kit
(Qiagen), 0.01 µM of each primer and 4-7 ng/µl of DNA under the following conditions: an
initial denaturation at 95°C for 15 minutes followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 seconds,
annealment at 55°C for 90 seconds, and an extension at 72°C for 60 seconds followed by a final
60°C extension period for 30 minutes.
Microsatellite PCR products were sized on an ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied
Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA) using the ROX-500 size standard (GeneScan, Waltham, MA,
USA). Genotypes were visually inspected using GENEIOUS (Biomatters, San Francisco, CA,
USA) and binned with FLEXIBIN (Amos et al. 2001). The number of alleles per locus were
calculated in MSTOOLS (Park 2008). All loci were tested for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg
and linkage disequilibrium using GENEPOP (Raymond and Rousset, 1995; Rousset 2008).
Significance of these deviations was assessed using a sequential Bonferroni correction (Rice et
al., 1989). Rarefacted allelic richness was calculated in HP-RAR (Kalinowski, 2005).
ARLEQUIN (Excoffier et al. 2010) was used to calculate pairwise FST values and assess
temporal and spatial population structure using an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA). A
Bayesian clustering approach implemented in the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000)
was also used to assess spatial population structure where the number of populations (K) was
varied from one to ten. Each analysis was repeated ten times with a burn-in of 10,000 steps. The
optimal number of populations was identified by calculating the highest average rate of change
in the log likelihood between consecutive changes in K (Evanno et al., 2005).
Isolation of BD loci from A. sabanus In 2011, Dalla Valle et al. identified 32 putative BD genes through an exhaustive search of the A.
carolinensis expressed sequence tag (EST) library using known avian and mammalian BDs as
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query sequences. We designed primers nested within exon 2 to amplify the mature polypeptide
within eight different BD loci (AcBD5, 8, 9, 10, 15, 21, 22, 27). Primers were manually designed
to ensure that they were as close to the intron-exon boundary as possible, had approximately
50% CG content, and had melting temperatures (Tm) within 10°C of each other. Figure 3
provides a schematic of the eight candidate BD genes targeted for this study and the location of
the primers used to amplify exon 2. BD sequences obtained from A. sabanus were then BLAT
aligned to the A. carolinensis genome (May 2010, Broad AnoCar2.0/anoCar2 assembly) in
UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQblat.html) to verify the identity of
target sequences.
Isolation of TLR loci from A. sabanus Annotation of the A. carolinensis genome has so far led to the prediction of seven TLRs
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 13; but see Boyd et al., 2012 for an argument for the presence of TLR 15).
Since knowledge of the lizard TLR gene family is still in its infancy, an exhaustive search of all
known vertebrate TLRs was conducted by first querying the NCBI website for TLRs 1 – 23 via a
key-word search term e.g.: Toll-like Receptor 1 and TLR 1, Toll-like Receptor 2 and TLR 2, etc.
TLR sequences for every vertebrate species retrieved were downloaded. These sequences were
then BLASTed to the A. carolinensis genome to identify the corresponding anole orthologs. A
hidden Markov models (HMM) analysis (PFAM 32.0, https://pfam.xfam.org/ accessed
September 2019) was used to identify LRR motifs within the translated A. carolinensis TLR
sequences. Schematic maps of each TLR were created to identify introns, exons, and LRRs
(Figure 4). Primers used to amplify fragments of the TLR 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 13 and were designed to
be nested within individual exons and to flank as many LRRs as possible within a 1500 bp
sequence. Internal primers were subsequently re-designed to target smaller sequences of
approximately 300 bp (Table 2) for population level sequencing in A. sabanus. Three TLRs: 4, 6,
and 13 were selected for these population-level analyses as they target a range of different
bacteria-associated molecules (lipopolysaccharide, lipopeptide, and uropathogenic bacteria
respectively).
Variants of LRRs were identified based on the PFAM database nomenclature which
ascribes different numeric suffixes indicating significant differences in protein architecture. This
nomenclature is not universally recognized, for example Matsushimama et al., (2007) label each
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LRR sequentially in the extracellular region of each TLR. We chose to report the PFAM
demarcations to identify the LRRs in the present study. Using this nomenclature has the added
benefit of identifying varying LRR architectures (https://xfam.wordpress.com/2012/01/19/).
TLR sequencing and analysis All PCR products were sequenced using the BigDye 3.1 kit (Qiagen) and run on an ABI
310 sequencer. Sequences were visually inspected using the program GENEIOUS (Biomatters,
San Francisco, CA, USA) and BLASTed back to the NCBI general database to confirm their
identity. The LRR regions of the A. sabanus TLR sequences were verified through the same
PFAM search described for the characterization of TLR loci from A. carolinensis. DNASP
(Librado & Rozas, 2009) was used to infer the following measures of genetic variation: number
of segregating sites, number of haplotypes (Nei, 1987), haplotype diversity (Nei, 1987),
nucleotide diversity (π) which measures the average number of nucleotide differences per site
(Nei, 1987), and synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions (Nei and Gojobori, 1986). The
number of heterozygotes, and their frequency in each population and across all populations were
hand tallied. Sequences were translated using ExPASy online translation tool
(https://web.expasy.org/translate/; Artimo et al., 2012). Translations of these A. sabanus
sequences were used to search the NCBI database using the blastp algorithm to identify reptile
homologs. Homologous amino acid sequences were aligned in MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013).
Population differentiation was explored for TLR4 and TLR6 separately by calculating pairwise
FST values in ARLEQUIN with 100,000 steps in the Markov chain and a dememorization of
10,000. The number of individuals with a given allele in each population was entered as
haplotype data. Phylogenetic relationships within and among reptile TLRs was determined by
constructing a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree with 1,000 bootstrap replications in
MEGA6.
Logistic regression models were employed to assess the effect of sex, microsatellite and
TLR heterozygosity on Plasmodium spp. infection status. Furthermore, additional logistic
regressions were used to determine relationships between TLR haplotype and infection status.
Regressions were conducted in R v.2.13.1 (R Core Development Team, 2015) where sex and
TLR heterozygosity were coded as binary predictor variables. TLR haplotypes were defined in
an individual as the least-prevalent in the population.
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Table 1. Microsatellite multiplex primer schedule for Anolis sabanus. Primer names were retained from the original publication. The number of samples
successfully genotyped (n), repeat motif, fluorescent label, number of alleles, expected heterozygosity (He) from the current study and reference studies (Ref)
are provided. 145 individuals were genotyped at all multiplexes.

Multiplex 3 Multiplex 2

MultiPlex 1

No. alleles
Forward Primer 5' - 3'

Reverse Primer 5' - 3'

Repeat Motif

He

Asaba Ref Asaba Ref

Null
alleles

Primer

n

AoSA18

144

AGCTCGAATTGCCACCAATA

TCCGACTCTTTGCACAGTTG

(CA)10

3

5

0.61

0.71

yes

AoGT2

143

GAAGTAACTTTTTGATTCTAGGTT

TTACTCAGCACACCTTCCTG

(GT)10

3

3

0.021

0.84

yes

AoBA36

144

TGTTATGCCATGCCTGATGT

GCAACAGGACATACCACCGT

(GT)10

6

3

0.11

0.81

no

Acar9

139

AAAGGCAATGGCAGAGAAAA

TAATGGGAAAGGAGGCAGTG

(AAGG)52

7

10

0.32

0.86

no

Acar1

139

CCAAAAACCAAAAAGGCTGA

TGGACACACATACACCCACA

(AC)38

14

6

0.85

0.74

no

Acar8

139

CCCAATAGAGGAAAGGGACC

AGAATCACGCCTTCTGCTTT

(AAAG)76

7

9

0.53

0.89

no

Acar10

100

GGATGTGTGTGTTTGTGTTGG

GGCTGTTGAGGGATTCTTGA

(ACAT)28

7

6

0.71

0.66

yes

Ao10;13

103

AAGTCAAATCATGCTAAATA

ACCCTAAAGTAAAAATAATA

(CT)10 (AT)(AC)7

14

10

0.87

0.81

no

Ao7;73

122

AGTCCAGAGAGCGGTATTTT

AAAAAAGAGGTATAAAGACATA

(CT)8

6

10

0.24

0.83

yes

AoGT9

120

CATCTGTGGCTCATGGCTTT

CTTTCTCCCACCTGGACATT

(TG)5 (TA)4 (TG)12

10

9

0.8

0.76

no

1. Primer development source; A.Stenson, A.Malhotra, & R.S.Thorn. Highly polymorphic microsatellite loci from the Dominican a nole (Anolis
ocultus) and their amplification in other bimaculatus series anoles. Molecular Ecology, 2000 Vol 9 pp. 1680-1681.
2. Primer development source: C.Wordley, J.Slate, J.Stapley. Mining online genetic resources in Anolis carolinensis facilitates rapid and inexpensive
development of cross-species microsatellite markers for the Anolis lizard genus. Molecular Ecology Resources(2011)Vol.11 pp. 126-133.
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Toll-like receptors

Beta
defensins

Table 2. All primers designed to amplify Anolis sabanus loci used in this study. Primer name, n – number of
individuals sequenced, nt – target sequence length in nucleotides, Forward primer sequence, Reverse primer
sequence, LRR - number of leucine rich repeats in amplicon. TLR 4, 6, 13 were used for population analyses.
Primer Name

n

nt

AsBD9

1

83

2
5
1
1
117
4
1
102
1
103

103
346
969
891
251
1483
1409
280
842
180

AsBD21
AsTLR2
AsTLR3_long
AsTLR4_long
AsTLR4
AsTLR5_long
AsTLR6_long
AsTLR6
TLR13_long
AsTLR13

Forward (5' - 3')

Reverse (5' - 3')

LRR

TTCACAAAAAAGCCAAAAAT

TTCGCAACAAAGTAATTTCT

1

GAAAAATCAATCTGAAAATGC
TAGACCTGTCCTTCAACAGG
CTCAACCTTCAGTGGAATGC
CAGCGAATTGAAGACAATGC
CACTCGATTTGCAGAGGACT
CACTTGGGACACAGTC GGTT
GTTCCTAAAAATGTGCCAGC
CTGTTCCTAAAAATGTGCCAGC
CACTGGTACCAAATGCTACT
ACGTCATGATGGACTTCAGA

CTAAATCATAACCCACACAG
CCTTCGAAATCCTGTCTCCG
CCGGAGTTTGTGTTTGATGA
CTTCTGCTTTTTCGTCCACCT
ATACGGGTGTGAGAAATGTC
AGTGTCCGCAGACTTTTAGGG
TGACAGGAATGGTAGAACTC
CAAATTCAGAGCACAACGGT
TTGAGAAACAAAGCTGAGGG
TTGAGAAACAAAGCTGAGGG

1
1
5
3
1
5
3
1
3
1

Table 3. Rarefacted allelic richness values across ten microsatellite loci and six sample locations of Anolis sabanus.

Crispeen 2004
Crispeen 2014
Sulphur Mine 2004
Sulphur Mine 2014
Wells Bay 2004
Wells Bay 2014
Average
Standard Deviation

Locus
average
2.69
3.2
2.86
3.12
3.24
2.99

Locus Standard
Deviation
1.31
1.93
1.37
1.51
1.85
1.66

SA18
2.95
2.87
2.31
2.89
2.84
2.2

GT2
1.19
1
1.6
1
1
1

BA36 Acar9 Acar1 Acar8 Acar10
1.84
1.83
5.19
2.52
2.22
1.2
2.29
6.26
2.72
2.8
2.31
2.07
4.08
2
3.48
1.6
2.54
5.08
2.81
3.65
1.34
2.53
6.04
2.31
3.7
1.38
1.83
4.76
2.81
2.56

10;13
2
5.97
4.92
5.6
6.21
5.96

2.67
0.33

1.13
0.24

1.61
0.41

5.11
1.59
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2.18
0.32

5.24
0.81

2.53
0.32

3.07
0.63

Ao7_73 AoGT9
2.35
4.79
1.72
5.19
1
4.82
1.8
4.23
1.87
4.57
2.46
4.92
1.87
0.52

4.76
0.33

Figure 3. Structural organization of Anolis carolinensis beta defensins. Introns are represented by
horizontal lines. Exons are represented by boxes. Primers are indicated by heavy vertical lines within
the exons and target amplicons are indicated by downward pointing brace. Numbers indicate
nucleotide sizes of introns, exons, and primers. Lines and boxes are drawn to relative size.
The inset diagram shows amino acid translations of A. sabanus BD9 and BD21. Cystine residues of
the mature peptide are indicated with an underscore.

Table 4. Pairwise FST matrix of six populations of Anolis sabanus. Pairwise FST values are reported above
the diagonal and their associated p values are reported below. Significant pairwise differences are indicated
in bold.
Crispeen
Crispeen
Sulphur
Sulphur
Wells
Wells Bay
2004
2014
Mine 2004 Mine 2014 Bay 2004
2014
Crispeen 2004
*
0.00048
0.0030
0.011
-0.0018
0.023
Crispeen 2014
0.46
*
-0.0083
0.064
0.037
0.016
Sulphur Mine 2004
0.30
0.76
*
0.031
0.014
0.015
Sulphur Mine 2014
0.12
0.014
0.016
*
0.014
0.059
Wells Bay 2004
0.51
0.065
0.12
0.12
*
0.0030
Wells Bay 2014
0.045
0.27
0.12
0.0047
0.39
*
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Figure 4. Structural organization of Anolis carolinensis toll-like receptors. Introns are represented by
horizontal lines. Exons are represented by boxes. Within the boxes the Toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) is
indicated in red, and leucine rich repeats (LRR) are color coded as follows: lilac - LRR1, navy blue - LRR
4, green - LRR8. Primers are indicated by vertical black lines and target amplicons are indicated by a
downward pointing brace. Numbers indicate amplicon size, underlined numbers indicate amplicons that
were used for population level studies in this paper. Lines, boxes, and LRR regions are drawn to relative
size.LRRs were identified and named via PFAM online tool (https://xfam.wordpress.com/2012/01/19/).

Results
DNA was extracted from a total 145 A. sabanus lizards sampled from three study sites over two
time intervals (Figure 1). Plasmodium spp. screens found that the infection rates at all three
sampling sites increased from an average of 2.2% to an average of 41.6% relative to 2004 levels
(Figure 2).
Microsatellite analysis – No consistent deviations from Hardy-Weinberg or linkage equilibrium
between loci were found. The number of alleles at each marker ranged from three (loci AoSA18,
AoGT2) to 14 (loci Ao10;13, Acar1; Table 2). Rarefacted allelic richness, averaged across six
populations (three sites at two time periods each), was lowest for locus AoGT2 (mean = 1.13,
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stdev = 0.24) and highest for locus Ao10;13 (mean = 5.11, stdev = 1.59; Table 4). Evidence of
significant genetic differentiation was found between Crispeen 2004 and Wells Bay 2014 (F ST =
0.023, p = 0.045), and between Sulphur Mine 2004 and 2014 sampling periods (F ST= 0.031, p =
0.016). Within the 2014 sampling period, significant genetic differentiation was found between
Crispeen and Sulphur Mine (Fst = 0.064, p = 0.0047), and Wells Bay and Sulphur Mine (Fst =
0.059, p = 0.014; Table 5). AMOVA revealed that the majority of variance was explained among
individuals within populations regardless of whether the populations were nested within time
points or by habitat type (Table 5). The Bayesian clustering analysis implemented in
STRUCTURE indicated the most likely number of populations is four (∆k = 20.57). However,
these four genetic clusters do not correspond to specific sampling sites or sampling periods
(Figure 5).
BD identification – Sequences from two BD loci successfully BLASTed back to the targeted
gene: BD9 and BD21. In sequence alignments of these loci, the six conserved cysteines
characteristic of this gene family were observed in BD9 whereas only four were identified in
BD21 due to incomplete sequencing of the corresponding exon (Figure 3).
TLR identification and polymorphism – The in silico search identified seven different members
of the TLR gene family in A. carolinensis (TLR 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13). Within these TLRs
sequences, three different LRR motifs: LRR1, LRR4, LRR8 were identified (Figure 4).
Sequences were obtained from TLR 2, 3, 4, 6, and 13. Population analyses were
conducted with a total of 322 TLR sequences: 117 TLR 4 sequences (251 bp), 102 TLR 6
sequences (280 bp), and 103 TLR 13 sequences (180 bp) distributed across all six sites (Table 8).
Within TLR4, there were a total of three haplotypes and two different segregating sites with only
two individuals heterozygous at this locus (Table 6; Table 7). Both substitutions were
transversions: individual 1679 (Crispeen, 2014) had a non-synonymous nucleotide substitution at
site 54 (G ->T) changing the amino acid from Val -> Phe (Table 6). Individual 1617 from
Sulphur Mine (2014) had a nonsense mutation at site 175. In TLR6, five haplotypes were
identified with three segregating sites and a total of ten heterozygous individuals (Table 6; Table
7). Three individuals, 1611 (Sulphur Mine 2014, site 133), 5883 and 5888 (both from Crispeen
2004, site 196) had synonymous substitutions. Five individuals, 1606 (Sulphur Mine, 2014),
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1671 (Crispeen, 2014), 5869, 5879 (Crispeen 2004) and 6139 (Sulphur Mine, 2004) had nonsynonymous transversions (C -> A) at site 133 changing the amino acid from Phe -> Leu.
Individual 1607 (Sulphur Mine, 2014) had a non-synonymous transversion (C -> G) at site 146
changing the amino acid from Asp -> His. Individual 1682 (Crispeen, 2014) had two different
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) at a single site (C-.A and C->G), both of which were
transversions resulting in the same non-synonymous amino acid change (Val -> Phe; Table 6).
Despite the presence of multiple haplotypes their frequency was generally low, making
heterozygosity measures low (0 – 0.2; Table 7; Table 8) and nucleotide diversity close to zero (π
< 0.0005; Table 7). There was no evidence of selection at any of these sites (TLR 4 Tajima’s D =
-1.23, p > 0.1; TLR 6 Tajima’s D = 0.78, p > 0.1; Table 7, Table 8). TLR 13 was monomorphic.
There was no evident differentiation between populations at either TLR4 or TLR6 locus (all pvalues ~ 0.99).
Table 5. Analyses of molecular variance tables for two clustering schemes. In Table a, the
populations are grouped by two time slices with three populations in each. In Table b, two
populations are clustered into each of three habitat types.

a.

b.

Among Groups (2004 vs 2014)

Degrees of
Freedom
1

Sums of
Squares
3.11

Variation
0.008

Variation
%
0.72

p
ns

Among populations

4

7.44

0.015

1.34

ns

Within populations
Total

284
289

320.96
331.51

1.13
1.15

97.94

< 0.05

Among Groups (Habitat Type)

2

4.09

-0.0016

-0.14

ns

Among populations

3

6.47

0.022

1.89

< 0.05

Within populations
Total

284
289

320.96
331.51

1.13
1.15

98.25

< 0.01
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The A. sabanus TLR sequences
generated in this study were aligned
with all available TLR sequences from
other reptiles (Figure 5). Phylogenetic
analysis of these sequence alignments
grouped A. sabanus and A. carolinensis
as sister taxa for TLR 3, 4, and 6 but not
for TLR 2. A combined phylogeny of all
available reptile TLR sequences clearly
demonstrated that sequences from each
locus form monophyletic groups albeit with low
Figure 5. Populations of Anolis sabanus as
asigned through Baysean clustering analysis.

branch support (Figure 6).
Lastly, although we found a dramatic

increase in rates of Plasmodium spp infection rates between 2004 and 2014, logistic regressions
failed to identify any significant predictors of infection status. Specifically, neither sex (R 2 =
0.002, F(1,143) = 0.32, p = 0.58), microsatellite heterozygosity (R 2 = 0.002, F(1,143) = 0.29, p =
0.59), TLR4 heterozygosity (R 2 < 0.001, F(1,143) = 0.002, p = 0.97), TLR6 heterozygosity (R 2 =
0.003, F(1,143) = 0.50, p = 0.48), or TLR4 or TLR 6 haplotype (R 2 < 0.001, F(1,143) = 0.06, p =
0.81) were significant predictors of infection status.
Discussion
Here we provide a preliminary assessment of the utility of two important families of innate
immunity genes in a non-model reptile A. sabanus: the BDs and the TLRs. We also assess
whether there is any evidence of host population structure across space (site) and time (sampling
period) since this might limit gene flow and disease transmission between sites. Lastly, we
document spatio-temporal shifts in the prevalence of the malarial parasite (Plasmodium spp) in
A. sabanus populations inhabiting very different environments and attempt to assess whether
there is a relationship between variation in three TLR markers and individual infection status.
We selected the BD gene family as one of the two immunity markers for the present study
because it is known to play an important role in mediating innate immunity host defenses in a
broad range of taxa (Ganz, 2003). Moreover, BDs may play an important role in malaria
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Table 6. Detailed catalog of every TLR polymorphism in Saban anoles (Anolis sabanus). Indicated are Sample site,
individual lizard, amino acid site number, nucleotide change, type of change (Transition = Ts, Transversion = Tv),
synonymous amino acid change (Syn), non-synonymous amino acid change (Non), and the codon site where the
amino acid polymorphism occurs.
Sample site
Individual
Site Change Type
Syn
Non
Codon Site
TLR4_1679
54
G
->
T
Tv
V
->
F
x
2
1
Crispeen 2014
2
175 T -> T, A Tv
L -> stop
nonsense
Sulphur Mine 2014 TLR4_1617
3
133 C -> C, A Tv
F -> L
Sulphur Mine 2014 TLR6_1606
TLR6_1611
133
C
->
C,
T
Ts
F
->
F
3
Sulphur Mine 2014
1
146 G -> C, G Tv
D -> H
Sulphur Mine 2014 TLR6_1607
3
133 C -> C, A Tv
F -> L
Crispeen 2014 TLR6_1671
133 C -> A, G Tv/Tv
F -> L x2
3
Crispeen 2014 TLR6_1682
3
133 C -> C, A Tv
F -> L
Crispeen 2004 TLR6_5869
3
133 C -> C, A Tv
F -> L
Crispeen 2004 TLR6_5879
C ->
3
TLR6_5883
196
C
->
C,
T
Ts
C
Crispeen 2004
C ->
3
196 C -> C, T Ts
C
Crispeen 2004 TLR6_5888
3
133 C -> C, A Tv
F -> L
Sulphur Mine 2004 TLR6_6139

Table 7. Genetic variation at three toll-like receptor loci in Anolis sabanus. N - total number of individuals
sequenced, fragment size is number of amino acid translated from nucleotide sequences, SS - number of segregating
sites, H - number of haplotypes, Hd(SD) - haplotype diversity and standard deviation, π(SD) - nucleotide diversity
and standard deviation, n - number of non-synonymous polymorphisms, s - number of synonymous polymorphisms,
Tajima's D score, and p value.
Fragment size
Tajima
Locus
N
(aa)
SS
H
Hd
Hd(SD)
π
π(SD)
n
s
D
p
TLR 4
TLR 6
TLR 13

117
102
103

83
83
71

2
3
0

3
5
1

0.025
0.104
0
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0.012
0
0

0.0001
0.0004
0

0
0
0

2
8
0

0
3
0

-1.23 >0.1
0.78 >0.1
0
0

Figure 6. Bootstrap neighbor joining tree
showing phylogenetic relationships between
sequenced LRR regions of A. sabanus and
homologs. Sequences were aligned with
Clustal Omega online. Trees were derived
using MEGA6.

resistance (Gao et al., 2009; Terkawi et al., 2017) and so are of particular interest to the present
study. Not only do BDs produce antimicrobial peptides but they also stimulate an inflammatory
response which recruits phagocytes and helper T-cells (Ganz, 2003). Following routine tail loss,
lizards successfully heal the wound due, in part, to up- regulation of BD 15 (Alibardi et al.,
2012). Although this gene family is diverse, the extent of variation at the intraspecific level and
its relationship to host disease resistance has not been widely assessed in natural vertebrate
populations (Hellgren and Sheldon, 2011). Like other genes that encode antimicrobial peptides,
subtle changes in the amino acid sequence of BDs could lead to changes in host resistance to
infection (Lazzaro et al., 2020).
Although we were able to cross-amplify two BD genes (BD9, BD21) in A. sabanus and
confirm their identity through BLAST searches of A. carolinensis genome, we were unable to
reliably amplify these two loci across a wider range of samples. Small amplicons can be difficult
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to work with as they can be confounded with the primer-dimer generated during PCR
amplification. There are successful strategies to address these problems. Future work on anole
BDs could use a nested PCR approach in which the first PCR uses degenerate primers targeting
intronic regions flanking the exon followed by a second nested PCR that could amplify the entire
length of BD exon 2 (Carr et al., 2010). Another approach would be to amplify targeted BD
genes via RT-PCR. The benefit here is that amplification of the cDNA molecule will provide a
template that is larger than any single exon of interest. While preserving RNA in field samples
requires extra preparation, technologies have been developed and evaluated over the last 10 years
to facilitate this type of sampling (Camacho‐Sanchez et al., 2013; Salehi and Najafi 2014; Gayral
et al., 2011). Lastly, a next generation sequencing approach could also be used to amplify and
massively parallel sequence the gene encoding the mature polypeptide in beta-defensins, as has
been done for genes encoding other short antimicrobial peptide sequences (Cortázar-Chinarro et
al., 2020).
The three TLR genes that we chose for this study encode PAMPs that are likely to
interact with the Plasmodium parasite (TLR 4, TLR 6, TLR 13). We found little variation in TLR
4, and 6, and none in TLR 13. This is consistent with available studies in the literature (Table 9).
Of ten studies examining TLR SNP variation in non-model populations, six have at least one
monomorphic locus (Table 9). Furthermore, populations with a history of a past bottleneck were
found to also have even lower measures of variation (Grueber et al., 2012; Gilroy et al., 2017;
Cui et al., 2015; Dalton et al., 2016; Gavan et al., 2015), consistent with the pervasive effects of
drift in small populations. While there is no evidence to suggest that A. sabanus has undergone a
recent bottleneck, the number of TLR haplotypes in this study are higher than most bottlenecked
populations studied so far, but much lower than other wild outbred populations (Table 9). There
are several reasons we may not have detected greater variability in our TLR amplicons. The first
being that there may be little to no variability in these loci at the population level. Second, it
might also be that these loci are not targets of fluctuating or other forms of balancing selection
that would tend to maintain variation. Previous studies have shown that Plasmodium infection
has little impact on fitness-related traits in A. sabanus (Schall and Staats, 2002). Furthermore, the
virulence of all three species of Plasmodium is relatively low in A. sabanus (Schall and Staats,
2002). Alternatively, the lack of variation at these TLR loci could be due to strong directional
selection suggesting that both host and parasite are at an equilibrium
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Table 8. Sample site comparison of variation at each TLR gene studied in Anolis sabanus. Reported are N - number of individuals, π nucleotide diversity and standard deviation, H - number of haplotypes, Hd - haplotype diversity and standard deviation, s number of
synonymous substitutions, n number of non-synonymous substitutions, Ts - number of transitions, Tv number of transversions, Hz - number
of heterozygotes, Hzy - calculated heterozygosity, Tajima's D statistic, and p-value.
TLR4
N
π
π(SD)
H
Hd
Hd(SD) s n Ts Tv Hz
Hzy
Tajima's D
p
Crispeen 2004
Crispeen 2014
Sulphur Mine 2004
Sulphur Mine 2014
Wells Bay 2004
Wells Bay 2014
TLR6
Crispeen 2004
Crispeen 2014
Sulphur Mine 2004
Sulphur Mine 2014
Wells Bay 2004
Wells Bay 2014
TLR13
Crispeen 2004
Crispeen 2014
Sulphur Mine 2004
Sulphur Mine 2014
Wells Bay 2004
Wells Bay 2014

22
21
12
21
20
21

0
0.00037
0
0.00019
0
0

0
0.00024
0
0.00018
0
0

1
2
1
2
1
1

0
0.093
0
0.048
0
0

0
0.06
0
0.045
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
2
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0.048
0
0.048
0
0

19
23
14
19
11
16

0.00082
0.0005
0.00028
0.00062
0
0

0.00036
0.00026
0.00026
0.00032
0
0

3
3
2
4
1
1

0.199
0.127
0.071
0.154
0
0

0.084
0.066
0.065
0.078
0
0

2
0
0
1
0
0

2
3
1
2
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0

2
2
1
2
0
0

4
2
1
3
0
0

0.21
0.087
0.071
0.16
0
0

-1.09
-0.609
-1.15
-1.28
0
0

17
18
14
13
9
23

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
-0.85 >0.1
0
-1.12 >0.1
0
0
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1

optimum for both species (Tschirren et al. 2012). This was found to be true in the Hawai’ian
honeycreeper response to avian malaria in which both BDs and TLRs were found to be under
strong directional? selection (Cassin-Sackett et al. 2018). The LRR codes for the pathogen
binding site of the TLR and often has a higher frequency of sites under selection than other parts
of the TLR (Chen et al., 2008; Mikami et al., 2012; Grueber et al., 2014). However, the
sequencing strategy employed here was limited to only a subset of the LRRs present. A more
comprehensive approach over larger portions of the TLR loci or in additional TLR loci may
reveal variation present in LRRs that we did not capture in the present study. Technological
advancements in next generation sequencing continue to bring the costs down of high throughput
genetic and SNP assays for small and mid-sized labs. Further work might seek to quantify SNP
variation in a wider range of candidate immunity genes. Advances in microarrays and
transcriptomics may also provide insight into which genes are up or down regulated in response
to infection (e.g. Terkawi et al., 2017). There are a handful of studies that have examined lizard
transcriptomic variation: one to build a database of annotated gene sequences (Miller et al.,
2012), and two to characterize and quantify variation in immunity genes (Priyam et al., 2016;
Che et al., 2014), but this is currently an open field of inquiry. Future work assessing variation in
the regulatory domains of target genes could also prove illuminating. For example, the pathogen
Toxoplasma has been shown to inhibit the upregulation of Tumor necrosis factor A (TNFa) by
blocking transcriptional activation enzymes at the promotor region in humans (Leng et al., 2008).
Another study found that filarial antigens downregulated promotor signal expression in TLR
1,2,4, and 9 in human (Babu et al., 2008). Yet another study found that the activation of the TLR
9 cytokine cascade provides the conditions for malarial evasion of the immune response
(Hisaeda et al., 2005). Finally, Yamagishi et al., (2014) sequenced human and Plasmodium
transcriptomes simultaneously and were able to uncover both TLR 2 structural variation, and
differences in regulatory gene expression in humans exposed to the parasite, as well as
concomitant up-regulation of parasite genes.
Finally, the developing field of landscape genomics has done much to advance methods
in detecting gene-environment associations and patterns of adaptive differentiation in loci that
could constitute targets of selection (Rellstab et al., 2015). Although here we found little
evidence of neutral genetic structure, patterns of adaptive differentiation at loci under selection
may be very different. Future work using the wide range of tools that are now available to map
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Table 9. Summary statistics of TLR loci in similar studies of non-model organisms. All statistics have been averaged across loci and/or populations. Common name of the organism, * indicates b ottlenecked population,
N = range of sample size, Loci = number of TLR loci, enumerated TLR loci, Frag = fragment length in nucleotides, Hap = haplotypes, SNP = number of single nucleotide polymorphisms, Hz = heterozygosity, dN =
number of non-synonymous substitutions, dS = number of synonymous substitutions, ω = calculated dN/dS ratio, π = nucleotide diversity, Mon. = number of monomorphic loci reported, Ref = citation. Cells with
unreported information are left blank.
Taxa
Stewart Island Robin*
Roe deer

N

Loci

Frag

Hap

SNP

Hz

n

s

ω

π

2.6

2.4

0.42

15

9

1.67

11.96

1

Grueber et al., 2012

21

19

1.11

16.2

0

Quéméré et al., 2015

6

5

1.2

0.0007

2

Gilroy et al., 2017

3

7

0.43

7

Cui et al., 2015

6

Knafler et al., 2017

43.82

0

Gonzalez‐Quevedo et al., 2015

17 - 24

10

TLR 1LA, 1LB, 2A, 2B, 3, 4, 5, 7, 15, 21

1006

32

4

TLR 2,3,4,5

2074

5.5

10

Seychelles Warbler*

22-30

7

TLR 1LA, 1LB, 3, 4, 5, 15, 21

637

2.86

1.6

Tasmanian Devil*
South Island Saddleback
(bird)

25, 75

10

TLR 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13

2057

1.3

0.7

15 - 31

1

TLR 1LA

1076

2.4

1.2

0.41

6

0

6

12 - 372

5

TLR 1LA, 1LB, 3, 4, 21

12.4

16.4

0.85

38

24

1.58

144 - 372

5

TLR 1LA, 1LB, 3, 4, 21

0.52

60

5

TLR 1LB, 3, 4, 5, 7

110

4

TLR 3, 4, 5, 7

White-winged flufftail*

10

6

TLR 1LA, 1LB, 3, 4, 5, 7

Grey Partridge

10

3

TLR 4, 5, 7

vole*

280

1

TLR 4

Vole

180

1

Mouse

127
94-117

A campestris
Berthelot's pipet
Black headed gull
Chicken

Anole

0.24

Mon.

Ref.

8.2

6.8

25

16

1.56

24.56

0

Gonzalez‐Quevedo et al., 2015

993

27.4

13.4

1.9

3.2

0.56

0.0017

0

Podlaszczuk et al., 2020

2747

17.25

11.5

11.5

26

0.44

0.0019

0

Świderská et al., 2018

8

7

1.14

0.00096

1

Dalton et al., 2016

307

2

3

2754

2.67

7.7
0.005

0

Gavan et al., 2015

TLR2

1173

1.56

11.5

0.74

0.0054

0

Tschirren et al., 2012

1

TLR2

1173

0.33

26

0.16

0.0002

0

Tschirren et al., 2012

3

TLR 4, 6, 13

237

1.56

5

0.038

0.00017

1

this study

117

0.16

Vinkler et al., 2015

11

3

4

environmentally-associated genomic variation (e.g. Fitzpatrick and Keller, 2015), could elucidate
the interplay between host, parasite, and abiotic environment. For example, by sequencing and
mapping variation in the P. falciparum transcriptome across a region of southeast Asia, Mok et
al., (2014) pinpointed a geographic origin of pathogenic anti-malarial drug resistance.
Conclusions - We took advantage of 10 years of sampling data to elucidate the effects of a
natural ebb and flow in levels of parasite infection in relation to two families of innate immunity
genes. We had difficulty examining BD variation at the population level and found little variation
in TLR genes. We provide sequences for primers that amplify the exons of five TLR genes and
two BD genes which could be leveraged for more comprehensive analysis of the relationship
between parasitism and innate immunity variation in reptiles.
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Conclusion
The preceding three studies represent original research that contributes novel information to our
understanding of reptile immunity. These studies center around the structure and evolution of
lizard adaptive and innate immunity genes in the model green anole (Anolis carolinensis) and
two reptile species found in the Aegean islands (Podarcis erhardii) and Caribbean island of Saba
(Anolis sabanus).
Chapter 1 – organization and structure of the reptile MHC.
We conducted a BAC sequencing strategy to locate the MHC region in the green anole (Anolis
carolinensis) genome. We used Illumina 454 to sequence five BACs that encompassed genes
within the MHC class I and II regions. We were able to associate these BACs with eleven
isolated scaffolds in the A. carolinensis genome. A close inspection of the annotations revealed
the BACs we sequenced have one MHC class I alpha (mhc1), one MHC class II alpha (mhc2a),
one MHC class II beta (mhc2b) one tap 1 and one tap 2 loci. We sequenced through two gaps in
the published genome. We were able to conclude that the reptile MHC shares characteristics with
passerine birds, and with mammals, but were hindered by the generally poor quality of the
assembled Anole genome. Further work should aim to sequence more BACs and combine
sequencing with fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) assays to pinpoint the location of MHC
loci in the chromosome.
Chapter 2 – The effects of historical fragmentation on MHC and neutral microsatellite variation
in island populations of P. erhardii
Evolutionary theory predicts that fragmented populations are at an evolutionary disadvantage for
a number of reasons. 1) population bottlenecks reduce genetic variation in a population due to
the effects of stochastic sampling. 2) drift may eliminate beneficial alleles and lead to the
fixation of deleterious alleles 3) this reduced genetic variability may result in a population being
less able to adapt to changing environments. We took advantage of a series of naturally occurring
population bottlenecks in the Aegean wall lizard Podarcis erhardii to investigate how
bottlenecks impact variation in the peptide binding region of MHC class II beta loci. Using
island size and age as proxies for bottleneck intensity and duration, we examined the effect of
island history on MHC variation and compared these patterns with those from five neutral,
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microsatellite markers, and one mitochondrial marker.MHC variation appears to be driven by
both island area and age. These effects can largely be attributed to genetic drift while migration,
recombination, or selection seem to have little impact.
Chapter 3 – innate immunity genes
Anolis sabanus are lizards endemic to the island of Saba and offer a unique opportunity to study
the impacts of parasite-mediated selection. Lizards have been sampled from a variety of different
habitat types and the incidence of Plasmodium infection has been assessed from 2004 – 2014,
The rates of infection of three species of Plasmodium dropped and returned to historic levels
over this time frame. In this study, we explored the impacts of parasite-mediated selection on a
suite of innate-immunity TLR markers, and used a suite of ten neutral microsatellite markers to
assess patterns of population genetic differentiation across space (between sites) and time (across
sampling periods). We identified a suite of new immune-related markers and developed primers
to access them. We analyzed population-level variation and found, in A. sabanus, there is no
significant variation in three TLR regions suggesting that either these markers are not the target
of parasite selection or that they have been subject to a history of strong directional selection.
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